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This research establishes the feasibility and 

potential utility of a software mechanism which employs 

artificial intelligence techniques to enhance the 

capabilities of standard discrete event simulators. As 

background, current methods of integrating artificial 

intelligence with simulation and relevant research are 

briefly reviewed. 

The premise of this research is that there are some 

real world situations which are difficult to model 

accurately using standard modeling methods and simulation 

languages. These situations can be generally represented by 

sequences of events called timelines. Three timelines are 

introduced which provide the modeler with the ability to 

recognize such situations and select the appropriate model 

behavior in response. Parallels are drawn between the 

timeline representation of temporal relationships and the 

if-then rules of an expert system which lead to the 

development of the Discrete Event List Inference Mechanism, 

DELIM. 



DELIM works similarly to an expert system by matching 

timeline representations expressed as rules to the actual 

events contained in the event list of a simulation. It is 

invoked from a simulator and returns a message to indicate 

whether a sequence of events represented in a rule has been 

found on the event list. Any action resulting from the 

message is taken by the simulator, which retains control 

over the event list and all event processing. The design 

and implementation of DELIM and an object oriented discrete 

event simulation system into which DELIM is incorporated are 

described in detail. 

The use of DELIM is demonstrated in three models 

selected to exemplify the situations represented by the 

timelines. Implementations of each model using standard 

discrete event simulation methods are compared to 

implementations of each model with DELIM incorporated into 

the simulator. 

The evaluation of DELIM's performance shows that, in 

addition to functioning correctly, DELIM contributes to the 

validity and ease of development of the models. It is 

concluded that DELIM expands the capability of standard 

discrete event simulation without increasing model 

complexity. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Computer modelled simulations are useful for answering 

'what if' questions about real world systems which would be 

expensive or difficult to change for experimental purposes. 

In addition, they can be used to answer key questions 

concerning systems which are still in the design stage, 

idealistically resulting in more serviceable systems. 

However, there are some real world situations that are 

difficult or impractical to model closely using established 

discrete event simulation methods and languages. This is 

because most computer simulation languages limit access to 

the event list and individual transactions, thereby limiting 

the range of behaviors which can be simulated. In these 

cases the real world situation is modified or generalized to 

allow for computer modeling language capabilities. 

Modifications and generalizations of real world 

situations can adversely affect the validity of a model. 

Validity is a measurement of the degree to which a 

simulation model accurately describes or predicts the 

behavior of a real world system. This concept of validity 

reflects an implicit assumption that the more closely a 

simulation can represent the occurrences of its 



corresponding real world system, the more accurate and 

therefore valid it will be. 

Problematic Real World Situations 

Two situations which pose problems for modelers are 

commonly found in the real world. The first of these is the 

occurrence of an independent event which affects one or more 

of the objects which move through the system. The second 

concerns the influence which expected future events might 

have on current events. 

An example of the first situation is one in which an 

airplane has started its landing descent but is waived away 

because of the arrival of another plane requiring an 

emergency landing. In a discrete event simulation, the 

landing event of the first plane would already be on the 

event list, having been scheduled at the time the plane 

started its approach. It would be necessary to remove this 

event, either at the time the emergency occurs or when the 

clock is moved forward to the time when the landing was 

supposed to have taken place. In order to remove the 

landing event at the time of the emergency, (1) the 

simulation must 'know' that there is a plane on approach to 

land; and (2) the event list must be searched to find and 

remove the already scheduled landing event. To cancel the 

landing at the time it was to have taken place, the 

simulation must have a way to 'remember' the intervening 

emergency and temporally connect it to the aborted landing. 
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It would also be necessary to schedule a new landing 

approach for the first plane. 

Another example of an independent event affecting a 

simulation can be found in a harbor simulation in which 

ships ply back and forth between two ports. A storm at sea 

could cause delays for most or all of the ships currently at 

sea. To find and reschedule all the ship arrivals currently 

on the event list at the time of the storm would require a 

major adjustment to current methodology; an adjustment which 

would be difficult to program in all but the most general 

computer languages. This is because specialized discrete 

event simulation language restrict the programmer's access 

to the event list, making such massive adjustments difficult 

or impossible. 

An alternative approach would be to keep a record of 

when each storm occurred and upon each ship's arrival at a 

port, check to see how many storms there were between the 

time the ship departed from one port and arrived at the 

next. Then, if there had been storms while the ship was at 

sea, the arrival event would be rescheduled at a later time. 

This second approach is more feasible than the first, but is 

still difficult in specialized languages such as GPSS 

(Solomon 1983) . 

The influence of future events on current events is 

even more difficult to model well. El Sheikh et al., in a 

somewhat complex harbor simulation, found that expected 
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future events affected their model (El Sheikh et al. 1987). 

In the real world situation, a harbor master was scheduling 

dock space depending on what kind of ship was expected to 

arrive. For example, if a ship of type A, needing a dock of 

type X, was due to arrive shortly, the harbor master would 

not assign this dock to another waiting ship of type B, even 

though the dock was idle. In their simulation model, 

however, the dock of type X was assigned to ship B. Then, 

when ship A arrived, ship B was preempted and returned to 

the queue of ships waiting for a dock. 

However, the preemption method creates some 

complications for the modeler. How should the waiting time 

for ship B be adjusted? What if, while ship B was at dock 

X, another dock became free but was assigned to ship C? 

Should ship B then preempt ship C? Regardless of how these 

questions are resolved, there will be some distortion of the 

simulation results; and whether the distortion will be 

significant or not depends on the model and the model 

parameters. 

Project Overview 

The identification of real world situations which are 

difficult to simulate evokes speculation concerning possible 

improvements to current discrete event simulation methods. 

The basic premise of this research is that real world 

situations can be modeled more accurately by adding a 

software mechanism which is able to recognize specific 
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problem situations. The mechanism is called DELIM, 

Discrete Event List Inference Mechanism. It is applicable 

to situations which involve the intervention of independent 

events or the effect of future events on current events. 

The way in which the mechanism operates is based on 

concepts from the field of artificial intelligence, AI, 

specifically expert systems. Briefly, DELIM enables the 

simulation program to identify temporally dependent 

situations involving any of the events on the event list. 

It works in a manner similar to an expert system inference 

engine but operates on events rather than on logic 

predicates. The rules on which the mechanism operate 

represent sequences of events which may or may not actually 

exist on the event list at any specific time. 

By invoking DELIM at appropriate points during the 

simulation, designated temporally dependent situations can 

be identified by matching situation templates to the event 

list. Thus a simulation program can be made to more closely 

model its corresponding real world system. 

Although DELIM applies artificial intelligence 

techniques to simulation in a novel way, the use of AI 

methods in simulation is not new. Other researchers have 

taken diverse approaches to applying artificial intelligence 

methods to simulation. 
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Background Review 

The integration of artificial intelligence methods 

and simulation became an area of interest to both simulation 

and AI researchers in the early 1980's. Potential 

combinations of simulation and AI methods were described by 

O'Keefe, such as expert systems which incorporate simulators 

to assist in temporal projection and expert systems used in 

an advisory capacity external to simulators (O'Keefe 1986) . 

O'Keefe has suggested two reasons for the incorporation of 

AI methods into simulation. The first is the desire to make 

simulation easier and the second is the need to model 

complex systems which include human decision making (O'Keefe 

1989) . Both of these objectives may be attempted from 

either an AI or a simulation direction. 

Artificial Intelligence Environments 

In order to make simulation easier, there are several 

research groups which have been working to develop 

comprehensive simulation environments, where model 

development, experimental frame specification and experiment 

result analysis are combined into a single software system. 

One of the first and better known of these environments is 

KBS, or Knowledge Based System (Reddy et al. 1986). It is 

an interactive simulator written in a frame-based, Lisp type 

language and can be characterized as an AI approach (Fox et 

al. 1989; Reddy 1987). This environment assists the user in 

problem formulation and model building within a specific 
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application domain. It includes model completeness 

constraints for model verification; it will plan and execute 

experiments based on a user input goal; and it can analyze 

results and perform a function the authors call 

introspection (Baskaran and Reddy 1984) or causal path 

analysis. The other well known AI approach is the 

environment first developed at the Rand Corporation 

(McArthur, Klahr and Narain 1986). ROSS is the object 

oriented language used to create this environment and has 

been successfully used in military simulations (McFall and 

Klahr 1986; Klahr 1986). 

A project which typifies the simulation approach is 

the CASM simulation environment developed in England (Balmer 

and Paul 1986) . This research project began with the 

creation of a natural language interface for model 

development (Doukidis and Paul 1985; 1986; Paul and Doukidis 

1986) and used a well known simulation framework (Derrick, 

Balci and Nance 1989) for the actual model, called the three 

phase approach (Crookes et al. 1986). 

An important subclass of AI environments is simulation 

model generators. These are programs which generate 

simulation programs and relieve the modeler of the actual 

simulation programming task. Zeigler et al. have done 

extensive work in this area (Huang, Rozenblit and Hu 1989; 

Kim and Zeigler 1988; 1987; Rozenblit, Kim and Zeigler 1988; 

Rozenblit and Zeigler 1985; Zeigler, Hu and Rozenblit 1989) . 
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This group has developed an elaborate, formalized, and 

computerized method for translating real world systems into 

model specifications. Murray and Sheppard have developed an 

expert system to generate programs in SIMAN (Murray and 

Sheppard 1988) . A European group has used a Lisp based 

generator to build complex continuous models from simple 

model units written in Fortran (Guariso, Hitz and Werthner 

1989) . Their generator links the model units (or modules) 

together and checks that the connections are correct. 

Expert systems have also been attached to simulators 

in an advisory, back-end capacity. Two examples are an 

explanation system (Helman and Bahuguna 1986) and a 

statistical expert (Mellichamp and Park 1989) . Shannon 

applies the term hybrid systems to systems which have 

intelligent front ends for model development and intelligent 

back ends for result analysis but use a 'standard' 

simulation in between, i.e. uses a recognized simulation 

framework and is possibly even written in a specialized 

simulation language such as SIMAN or GPSS (Shannon 1987) . 

Artificial Intelligence Simulators 

Modeling complex decisions, sometimes called state 

events (Angulo and Torkzadeh 1988) or conditional events has 

been equated to the use of expert systems (Doukidis 1987) . 

Flitman and Hurrion were among the first to link a discrete 

event simulation to an expert system. In their experiments, 

the simulation program and the expert system were actually 
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located on different machines, and the purpose of the expert 

system was to control the operation of the simulation 

(Flitman and Hurrion 1987). 

Snyder and Mackulack introduce the notion of a 'decide 

node' which takes into consideration the current system 

state, the modeled system performance and the trends of both 

the system and its components. The 'decide node' would be 

written in Lisp or Prolog and would be able to change the 

parameters and values of a simulator written in SIMAN 

(Snyder and Mackulack 1988) . CASM also supports this 

concept: 

The simulation executive looks to the associated expert 
system to deliver the management control decisions and 
the current state of the simulation model provides the 
context within which the expert system, with access to 
all simulation state variables, applies its knowledge. 
(Balmer 1987) 

As an alternative to using two languages, it is 

possible to emulate the simulation language in Prolog. 

O'Keefe has developed a Prolog version of GPSS in which each 

GPSS block is represented by a Prolog predicate. A 'block' 

or predicate has been added to access the decision logic 

(O'Keefe 1989). Another Prolog simulator allows discrete 

modeling in event, activity and process world views or 

frameworks (Radiya and Sargent 1987) . A more extensive 

development in this direction is Simyon (Ruiz-Mier and 

Talavage 1987). It is written in the object oriented 

language Cayenne, has a backward chaining inference engine, 
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and a library of objects or 'blocks' common to discrete 

simulators, e.g. arrive, wait, terminate, and so forth. 

A recent and more open ended approach is the creation 

of simulation component packages which are based on AI 

languages and out of which simulation applications can be 

created. Simkit™ is one example (Stelzner, Dynis and 

Cummins 1989). Another is the Carnegie Group, Inc., which 

has created a group of packages, Simpak™, Statpak™, 

Graphpak™, Timepak™ and Modelpak™ which can be used to 

develop simulation applications (Kaminski et al. 1989). 

Timepak™ offers facilities which permit a user to develop a 

representation of a temporal model based on time points, 

fixed intervals and durations. Representations of networks 

of events in relative time may also be developed. Methods 

are available for doing mathematical operations on time 

points, fixed intervals and durations as well as methods for 

determining temporal relationships between events, after the 

user defines all the relationships. Timepak™ and the other 

components are meant to be used to create application 

specific shells or environments for model development. 

Temporal Logic 

The need for some form of temporal reasoning within 

simulations has been recognized (O'Keefe and Roach 1987; 

Narain and Rothenberg 1989). However, the subject of 

temporal reasoning using artificial intelligence methods 

remains an open one (Charniak and McDermott 1984) . Some 
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researchers maintain that the inference mechanism used for 

logical deduction is inadequate despite the extensions of 

situation calculus, default logic or circumscription (Hanks 

and McDermott 1987; Shoham and McDermott 1988). Geffner 

proposes that these problems can be resolved using causal 

theories and introduces a causal operator "C" which may be 

useful in explanation systems and in reasoning about change 

(Geffner 1990) . However, the extension of first order 

logic to include explicit temporal representation has been 

found to have severe consequences on the complexity of the 

reasoning process (Chen 1988). 

Causal Simulation - DMOD 

In the simulation area, Narain and Rothenberg (1989, 

1990) have developed a simulation method based on a first 

order logic formalism called DMOD which appears to address 

the problem of an independent event affecting the normal 

progress of objects in the system. It was developed to 

facilitate the answering of questions about a system such as 

whether or not the system might ever reach a certain state 

or whether a given event will ever occur. Their method 

replaces the use of an explicit event list with the notion 

of event histories, and all events in a simulation must be 

causally connected. 

The causation of one event by another must take place 

within a context (event history) which does not prevent the 

first event from causing the second. The event history is 
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computed starting with one initial event which causes other 

events, each of which in turn causes more events, etc. The 

computation proceeds by creating the set of all events which 

could be caused by an event in the event history computed 

thus far, and choosing the one event in the resulting set of 

future events {Fl, F2, Fn} which is due to occur the 

earliest. In terms of standard discrete event methods, this 

computation is tantamount to recalculating the entire future 

event list every time an event occurs. Not only is that 

impractical for a simulation of any significant size or 

duration, but keeping a history of all events also presents 

potential problems with memory constraints. 

Furthermore, the DMOD simulation method does not take 

into consideration the stochastic generation of future 

events. It relies on being able to calculate the same time 

for a future event every time the event is calculated. This 

may be possible in models of moving objects or continuous 

processes where changes may be calculated using precise 

mathematical formulas, but in stochastic discrete event 

simulations, objects move through the system more randomly. 

For example, an object's arrival at a server might be said 

to cause its departure at a later time. The exact time of 

its departure might be calculated by generating a time based 

on a normal distribution curve and adding it to the arrival 

time. If the object's departure time must be calculated 

again, the new departure time will almost certainly not be 
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the same as it was the first time. In fact, using the DMOD 

method of computing event histories, the departure could be 

computed as being in the set of future events in one 

calculation and in the event history in the next calculation 

without actually ever having taken place! 

Finally, although DMOD exemplifies a new direction in 

simulation, it is based on the assumption that: "Once event 

occurrences till [sic] time T are known the state of the 

system can be computed at any point of time till T." (Narain 

and Rothenberg 1989) It follows from this assumption that 

expected future events cannot affect things that happen in 

the present, which is not necessarily true, as has been 

demonstrated in the harbor situation modeled by El Sheikh et 

al. Their experience shows that not only do future events 

have an influence on current events, but that the influence 

of future events is difficult to model accurately (El Sheikh 

et al. 1987). 

While DMOD offers an artificial intelligence solution 

to causal simulation it has serious flaws vis-a-vis discrete 

event models. It will not operate properly when events are 

generated at times based on statistical distributions, and 

it recognizes only past events in a causal relationship. 

This research offers a solution to remedy these flaws. 

Goals and Objectives 

The goal of this research is to develop and evaluate a 

means of expanding the capability of discrete event 
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simulation so that a greater variety of real world 

situations can be modeled accurately. To be acceptable, 

this expansion must be accomplished in a way that does not 

cause the modeling process to become exceedingly complex and 

difficult. In order to achieve this goal several objectives 

have been established. 

The first objective of this project is to design and 

implement a mechanism, called DELIM, which is able to take 

advantage of the temporal knowledge implicit in discrete 

event lists in discrete event simulations. The second 

objective is to demonstrate DELIM in simulation models of 

real world situations in which problematic situations exist. 

The fulfillment of the first two objectives is used to 

determine whether DELIM expands the capability of standard 

discrete event simulation. 

The third objective is to demonstrate the feasibility 

and utility of DELIM within simulation models. DELIM must 

provide a feasible way to model real world situations in 

order for it to be of use in expanding current discrete 

event modeling techniques. 

A related objective is to investigate the use of DELIM 

as an easy and natural way to denote temporal constraints 

within a discrete event simulation model. The ease with 

which DELIM can be used to enhance a standard discrete event 

simulation is a factor which affects the complexity of model 

development. 
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Finally, because of the interest of the simulation 

research community in incorporating human decision making 

within models (Doukidis 1987, Flitman and Hurrion 1987, 

Snyder and Mackulack 1988, O'Keefe 1989 and Ruiz-Mier and 

Talavage 1987), the potential for using DELIM to model 

decision points within a simulation is examined. Knowledge 

of future events in particular implies the simulation of a 

human agent within the model. 

Fulfillment of these objectives allows the evaluation 

of DELIM in terms of its contribution to discrete event 

simulation methods. The design and implementation of DELIM 

in example models is used to decide whether it expands the 

capability of standard discrete event simulation methods. 

An evaluation of feasibility, utility and ease of use is 

applied to assess DELIM's contribution to limiting the 

difficulty and complexity of the model development process. 

Summary of Contents 

This research project consists of the design, 

implementation and evaluation of a prototype software 

mechanism, DELIM. The purpose of DELIM is to enable the 

creation of more valid discrete event simulations without 

increasing their complexity. In Chapter 2, the situations 

in which DELIM applies are described using a generalized 

terminology which is independent of specific models. A 

classification of the types of models to which DELIM may be 

applied is discussed. 
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Chapter 3 details the design and implementation of a 

standard, object oriented simulation system and the DELIM 

mechanism. The integration of DELIM into the standard 

system is also described. 

Chapter 4 recounts the application of DELIM to example 

models incorporating situations that are difficult to 

simulate. Both a standard and DELIM version of each model 

is presented and compared. Difficulties in the development 

of each model are pointed out. 

In Chapter 5, DELIM is evaluated, based on criteria 

which are related to the research objectives. Conclusions 

and suggestions for future research are offered in Chapter 

6. 



CHAPTER 2 

TEMPORAL REPRESENTATION AND SIMULATION 

Temporal knowledge is based on the association of 

facts with the times at which they are true (Charniak and 

McDermott 1984). In discrete event simulation, the facts of 

interest are the events. Each event is always associated 

with the time of its occurrence. The event list of a 

simulation is therefore a form of temporal representation in 

which the temporal relationships of before and after are 

implicitly defined. Because these relationships are 

inherent in an event list, a more abstract form of the event 

list can be used to delineate temporal relationships between 

events without reference to specific times. 

Timelines 

A generalized description of situations that are 

difficult to simulate would facilitate any discussion of 

creating models of these situations and assist in the 

recognition of similar conditions within other models. 

Accordingly, the concept of a timeline is introduced as a 

way to describe possible sequences of events within models. 

A timeline is a sequence of events ordered by their 

relative time of occurrence, as in the example timeline 

shown in figure 1. The events on a timeline are ordered 

17 
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from left to right, and the only temporal relationships 

represented are Event A < Event B (meaning Event A precedes 

Event B) and Event B > Event A (Event B takes place after 

Event A.) The timeline does not show the actual time an 

event takes place, only the relevant order of the events on 

the timeline. Events are represented as capital letters 

(e.g. A, B, C). 

Timeline I A B C 

Figure 1. An example of a timeline 

Timelines are used to compare one sequence of events 

to another. Events with the same letter always represent 

the same event. A question mark taking the place of a 

letter on a timeline indicates that the event which appears 

in the corresponding sequence does not take place and that 

either some other event may take place or no other event may 

take place instead. 

Three types of time dependent sequences of events are 

investigated in this research, ordering, intervention and 

anticipation. Two of these have already been characterized 

in Chapter 1 using examples from models found in the 

literature. An example of the third timeline is found in a 

factory simulation (Manivannan 1989) and concerns the order 

in which events take place. 
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Ordering 

In an ordered event sequence, Event A followed by Event 

B results in Event C, but Event B not preceded by Event A 

will not cause Event C. Instead, Event D would be scheduled 

or, in some cases, no new event would occur. Figure la 

illustrates an ordered event sequence. As an example, 

consider the disarming of a bomb. Cutting the wires in the 

proper sequence will result in a successful disarmament 

(Event C). Event D in this case would be an explosion. Of 

course, ordered event sequences can be more complex, Event A 

may actually be more than one event; but the same sequential 

principle applies. 

Timeline I A B C 

a. Ordering 

Timeline I A B 

b. Intervention 

Timeline I A B 

c. Anticipation 

Figure 2. Three types of time sequences. 
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Intervention 

The second type of time dependent sequence, 

intervention, is the same as the causal relationship 

addressed by DMOD (Narain and Rothenberg 1989, 1990). In 

this case, illustrated in figure lb, an Event A is followed 

by Event B except when Event C occurs between Events A and 

B. Another way to describe this sequence is to say that 

Event A causes Event B unless some Event C occurs between 

Events A and B to prevent Event B. As an example, sowing a 

field of corn in the spring (Event A) will cause a harvest 

in the fall (Event B) unless some Event C, such as drought 

or insect infestation, intervenes. 

Anticipation 

The third time sequence involves knowledge of future 

events. The concept of future events affecting a current 

event is not recognized in DMOD (Narain and Rothenberg 1989, 

1990), nor is it found in other current literature in the 

area of temporal reasoning. Like DMOD, Shoham asserts that 

in situation calculus "all states are defined by the 

sequence of actions that led to them from the initial state" 

(Shoham 1989) . A similar assumption is also necessary in 

support of Geffner's causal theory for nonmonotonic 

reasoning, although it is not explicitly stated (Geffner 

1990) . Intuitively, however, it is reasonable to decide a 

current action based on an expected future event, whether it 
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actually occurs or not, rather than solely on the immutable 

history of past events. 

In this case Event A will normally cause Event B, but 

Event B is not scheduled because of some future Event C 

(figure lc). The eventual occurrence of Event C must be 

known at the time of Event A. Unlike intervention, Event C 

does not occur between the time of Event A and the time at 

which Event B would have occurred. This type of time 

sequence is actually very common. People quite frequently 

formulate current actions based on expected future events. 

For example, "I won't take my umbrella with me today, 

because the weather report predicted sunshine" is such a 

time sequence. A more relevant example might be found in a 

factory where a job arrives which needs a special resource. 

In this case a factory foreman might not allot the special 

resource to the job because a more important job needing the 

same special resource is due to arrive in the near future. 

The three timelines described above are 

generalizations of real world situations for which 

simulation models have been developed. Although it is 

premature to assert that they represent a complete set of 

time dependent sequences, the three timelines are sufficient 

to provide an indication of the viability of the Discrete 

Event List Inference Mechanism (DELIM). This is mainly 

because each represents common occurrences in the real 

world. Furthermore, each of the timelines can be viewed as 
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a generalization of other, more specific sequences. For 

example, an intervention could either prevent an event from 

taking place or could result in some other event occurrence, 

two variations of the intervention sequence. Variations are 

possible for all three timelines. 

Classification of Models 

Simulation models can be divided into two basic 

categories. The first is continuous simulation. This type 

of simulation is characterized by the use of a system of 

linear equations. The values of the variables of these 

equations define the system state at any given time. Time 

units in these simulations are constant intervals at which 

the system state is calculated. Continuous simulations are 

predominantly deterministic, that is, given the same 

starting value for each variable in the simulation, the 

result will always be the same. 

The second major category of simulation is discrete 

event simulation (Derrick, Balci and Nance 1989) . In this 

type of simulation, the time intervals are not constant and 

the simulation tracks events which take place rather than 

changing variable values. The time at which an event takes 

place is determined using probability distributions in 

conjunction with a random number generator. The results of 

two simulation program executions will not be the same 

unless the identical random numbers are generated for each 

execution. This category encompasses several different 
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world views and is used to model waiting line or queuing 

situations (Derrick, Balci and Nance 1989). The simulation 

models in the project are all within this category. 

The use of timelines to represent actual examples of 

problem situations enables the classification of types of 

models to which DELIM is applicable. Within the broad 

category of discrete event models, it is possible to 

characterize three classes of models to which DELIM can be 

applied. These classifications are derived from the 

timelines, one for each timeline. It should be noted that 

the classifications are not necessarily mutually exclusive. 

Ordering Models 

The first classification corresponds to the ordering 

timeline. In this type of model, objects travelling through 

a system do not all follow the same path, although each 

object may visit each server. Furthermore, objects passing 

through the system are differentiated only by their path 

through the system. Typically, each server would have only 

one queue of waiting objects; the objects would not differ 

in kind but only by the type of server from whence they 

came. A factory simulation of a flexible manufacturing 

system would be an example of the type of model which 

employs the ordering timeline. 
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Causality Models 

The second classification consists of the discrete 

event causal models as described in DMOD (Narain and 

Rothenberg 1989, 1990). However, this classification is 

not limited to models in which the times of future events 

are determined by a linear formula with continuous 

variables. The time at which future events are caused may 

also be stochastically determined. Some simulations may be 

approached from either direction. For example, consider an 

airport simulation which models airplanes taking off and 

landing. The touchdown time of a landing airplane may be 

established two ways. Starting with the time it begins its 

final landing approach, the airplane's speed and distance 

from the runway may be used to calculate the exact time at 

which it will touch down. Alternatively, an observer could 

record a large number of landings, recording the time each 

approach started and the time of each touch down. The 

average landing time could be computed using this data, an 

appropriate statistical distribution fitted to the actual 

data, and the simulation could generate landing times based 

on a statistical distribution derived from actual 

observations. Generally speaking, the method employed in a 

given simulation will depend on the objectives of the 

simulation, i.e. what sort of questions the simulation is 

designed to answer. 
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The intervention timeline is applicable to either 

approach. Therefore, although DELIM was envisioned for use 

in simulations in which events are scheduled by statistical 

methods, there is no reason to exclude models which employ 

more exact formulas for determining the time at which events 

take place. 

Future Knowledge Models 

The anticipation timeline might at first be viewed as 

an extension of the notion of causality. Since causality 

refers to an event in the past causing the present event, it 

is logical to assert that an expected future event could 

cause the present event as well. However, causality is a 

rather general notion. In the causal systems described by 

(Narain and Rothenberg 1990) and (Geffner 1990), the causal 

relationship is characterized by one physical event causing 

another, e.g. rain causes the grass to be wet, or a train 

reaching a contact point at an intersection causes a barrier 

to come down. But anticipation involves the knowledge of 

some expected future event, which in turn implies that there 

is some human agent which has that knowledge and acts on it. 

In other words, anticipation involves a human decision 

maker, which characterizes this class of models. Although 

it may not be necessary to include the human agent 

explicitly in the model, as in the harbor simulation, the 

effect of the human decision must be reproduced'in the 

simulation. The anticipation timeline can be used to define 
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a class of models which simulate a human decision based on 

expected future events. 

Timelines as Knowledge 

An interesting aspect of this research is that it 

addresses the integration of artificial intelligence and 

simulation from a point of view that has not been previously 

investigated in any substantial way. The event list in 

discrete event simulations has not been regarded as a source 

of knowledge or a type of knowledge-base from which 

inferences could be made. A basic premise of this project 

is that an event list represents not only temporal knowledge 

but temporal knowledge which can be used in simulations. 

Similarity to If-Then Rules 

The three time sequences show a significant resemblance 

to the if-then type rules used in expert systems. An 

ordering sequence could be expressed in rule form as : 

if event A is_followed_by 
event B 

then event C; 
if event B is_followed_by 

event A 
then event D. 

Similarly, the other timelines may be expressed using 

conditions, temporal relations and consequences. 

Intervention can be stated as: 

if event C follows event A 
then event B will not occur 
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Anticipation might be translated to an if-then format by: 

if event A occurs and 
event C is_expected 

then event B will_not_occur 

Each of these time sequences is easy to express in a 

time line as shown in figure 2, but can present difficulties 

in simulation (Narain and Rothenberg 1989; El Sheikh 1987; 

O'Keefe and Roach 1987). The development of an inference 

mechanism which operates on a representation of a time line 

of events would make use of the information in the event 

list. This mechanism is consulted by the simulator whenever 

specified event(s) occur which require knowledge about 

events in the past or are determined by expected events in 

the future. 

The concept of specifying a timeline of events and then 

matching it to a real event queue simplifies the problem of 

performing temporal inference. The temporal relations are 

implicit in the event list. The relations of past, present 

and future, in addition to the notions of before and after 

are all contained in the order of the event list. 

Furthermore, the addition of such a mechanism to a standard 

discrete event simulator requires minimal adjustment of the 

simulator. The event list must be extended to include past 

as well as future events, and those events which trigger the 

mechanism must be designated. 
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This research introduces the software mechanism, 

DELIM, and allows modelers to address time dependent 

constraints directly in a natural and easy to use format 

similar to that of rule-based systems. It also examines the 

explicit use of temporal knowledge to model decision points 

in simulations, emulating one aspect of a human decision 

maker. It is conceivable that DELIM could add another 

dimension to expert systems currently used to model decision 

makers within a simulation model, as well as provide a 

general method for temporal projection in expert systems for 

other AI applications. 



CHAPTER 3 

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 

The simulation system which incorporates DELIM is 

designed using an object oriented paradigm, and is 

programmed in C++. There are two main reasons the object 

oriented paradigm was selected. First, discrete event 

simulation of waiting line systems seems to lend itself 

particularly well to this paradigm. This type of simulation 

is described easily in terms of objects. For example, there 

are transient objects which pass through the system visiting 

one or more servers. If the servers are busy, a queue of 

waiting transient objects is formed. All of these elements 

in a discrete event simulation are counterparts of real 

world objects. Because it is natural to think of them as 

objects, the ability to program a simulation as a group of 

objects facilitates the programming process. 

The second reason for employing the object oriented 

paradigm is related to its modularity. This characteristic 

allows the development of a standard discrete event 

simulator independently of the development of DELIM. The 

same simulator objects are employed to run simulations with 

or without DELIM. DELIM is integrated into the simulator 

with few changes to the simulator, and these changes are 
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relatively easy to locate and effect. In consequence, each 

experimental model is executed with and without DELIM on 

what is essentially the same simulator, so that the results 

of each simulation run are compared on an equivalent basis. 

The following is a short list of C++ object oriented 

term definitions (Stroustrup 1986) used in the discussion of 

the implementation of this project: 

Class. A class is a user defined type which describes the 
data within an object and the operations which can 
manipulate it. 

Derived class. A user defined type which has all the 
attributes of its parent or base class in addition to 
new data and/or operations of its own. 

Method. A means of manipulating an object. A method may 
cause the object to perform some function, change its 
internal data or provide access to its internal data. 

Object. A collection of data and methods which represent an 
abstract data type. Objects are the basic programming 
units in object oriented programming. 

Virtual method. A method which may be differently defined 
in a derived class than in the base class. It 
performs the same function as the base class method 
but uses different code. 

DELIM can be viewed as an extension of a standard 

discrete event simulation program. The simulation program, 

or simulator, controls the simulation. DELIM incorporates 

the concept of timelines into the simulation by matching 

timeline representations (rules) to the actual event list 

created by the simulator. It is invoked by the simulator 

and returns to the simulator a message or signal which 

indicates whether a sequence of events represented as a 
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timeline has been found on the actual event list. Any 

action resulting from the message is taken by the simulator, 

and the simulator retains control over the event list and 

all event processing. In other words, DELIM functions as a 

timeline recognizer, because it does not directly alter any 

events in the simulation. 

The Simulation System 

The basic simulator consists of seven objects or base 

classes. Some of these objects may be tailored to include 

characteristics unique to a given model. There are three 

types of model objects: transactions, servers and queues. A 

server performs a task or service of some kind. A 

transaction moves around the system visiting one or more 

servers; it is the object on which a service or task is 

performed. A queue is a waiting line for transactions which 

must wait for service at a server. 

There are four types of system objects: the simulator 

object, a clock, an event list and events. The clock 

maintains the system time. Events are used to mark the 

times of arrivals and departures of transactions during the 

simulation. The event list is a list of events ordered by 

their time of occurrence. The simulator is the object which 

manages the event list, processes each event, advances the 

clock as each event occurs, and starts and stops the 

simulation. 
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Simulation Function Overview 

The functioning of the simulation system without DELIM 

is straightforward. A model specific simulator is derived 

from the simulator base class. It includes the servers 

needed for the simulation. The servers may themselves be 

derived classes. Any necessary queues are also included, 

either in the servers or the simulator. The user sets the 

end time for the simulation, and the simulation is 

initialized by invoking the appropriate method of the 

simulator. 

If the model has transient objects, the arrival of a 

new transaction causes a new arrival event to be created and 

inserted into the event list. The arriving transaction is 

sent to the first server where either (1) the service time 

is determined and a departure event is returned to the 

simulator and inserted into the event list or, (2) the 

transaction is put into queue to wait until the server is 

free. When a transaction leaves a server, it either leaves 

the system or an arrival event at the next server is created 

and placed in the event list. The server either becomes 

idle or a waiting transaction is dequeued, its service time 

computed and a new departure event is returned to the 

simulator which inserts it into the event list. An example 

model configuration of the simulation objects is depicted in 

figure 3. 
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Simulator 

Event list Clock 

Event 1 Event 2 Event 3 

Departure Arrival Departure 

Transaction 12 Transaction 14 Transaction 10 

Time 50 Time 51 Time 53 

T̂ransaction 

• Enter 

model System part 

Server 1 

Queue 

T̂ransact ion™^^ 

T̂ransact ion""l̂  • • 

Server 2 

w 

T̂ransact ion 3 > 

Model part 

> 

Figure 3. A sample configuration of a model using the basic 
simulation objects. 
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All manipulation of the event list is done by the 

simulator. Departure events are created by the servers; 

arrival events are created by the simulator. A transaction 

may be enqueued or dequeued by a server or the simulator, 

depending on the relationship of the queues to the servers 

within the model. A model may be comprised of several 

different classes of servers. It may also have more than 

one class of transaction and more than one class of queue 

within the same model. 

In the basic simulation system, an event is removed 

from the event list and deleted after it is processed. Only 

the current event and future events are on the event list. 

The inclusion of DELIM necessitates a change to this 

procedure; an event remains in the event list after it has 

occurred for a length of time specified by the modeler. 

The Basic Simulation Objects 

This section describes in detail the seven basic 

object classes and the way in which statistics are collected 

in the system. The program code files containing the 

complete object class definitions are located in Appendix A. 

Clock 

All discrete event simulation systems have a clock. 

The clock object in this system keeps the current system 

time in a static variable. This means that any instance of 

a clock object, anywhere in the system, will always have the 
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same current system time. The simulator sets the clock at 

the beginning of a simulation and advances the clock at 

every event occurrence. Other system objects may access the 

current time by declaring a local clock variable and 

invoking the method, now, to obtain the current time. The 

data parts and methods of the clock are shown in figure 4. 

Clock 

data 

time - the simulation time 

methods 

settime - set clock time 

advance - move clock time forward 

now - return the current time 

Figure 4. The clock object 

Transaction 

A transaction is an object which is created 

dynamically and travels through the system. Depending on 

the type of model, a transaction may either leave the system 

after passing through it, in which case that instance of a 

transaction ceases to exist, or it may circulate around the 

system, existing until the end of the simulation. An 

example of the former type of transaction would be a part in 

a factory. It is created on entering the factory and exits 
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the system as a finished part. A circulating transaction 

might be a ship which goes back and forth between two ports. 

Each ship in the simulation would be created at the 

beginning of the simulation and would travel from port to 

port until the simulation ended. 

A transaction is essentially a passive object (see 

figure 5). It contains an integer identification number, 

id, initialized at the time the transaction is created, an 

arrival time, arrival_time, a place to store the time it 

entered a queue, enter_queue, and a pointer to a server, s, 

which is set to whichever server is presently processing the 

transaction. If it is necessary to include more than this 

basic information in a transaction for a particular model, a 

more specific class may be derived from the transaction base 

class. The methods for a transaction object involve either 

setting one of its data values or returning one of the 

values to the object which invoked the method. There is one 

additional utility method called print which prints the 

values contained in the transaction. It is used to trace a 

simulation. 

Event 

An event is also a passive object. It is shown in 

figure 6. An event contains the time at which it is set to 

occur, the type of event it is and a pointer to the 

transaction which is associated with the event. An example 
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of an event is an arrival at server X at time 3 of 

transaction 10. The arrival at server X is encoded as an 

integer and is defined by the programmer in an event table 

of definitions. The event table is located in a separate 

file of simulation definitions. All the information 

contained in an event must be provided when an event object 

is created. 

Transaction 

data 

id - identification number 
arrival_time - time of arrival 
enter_queue - time last entered a queue 
s - reference to a server 

methods 

getid - return id 
getarrival - return arrival_time 
setq- set the time of entering a queue 
getq - get the time of entering a queue 
setserver - set the server reference 
getserver - return the server reference 
print - print the id, arrival time and the time of 

entering a queue 

Figure 5. A transaction object 

The event methods, qetrans. etime and etvpe, provide 

the rest of the system access to this information. There is 

also the method print which prints the time and type of the 

event and calls the print method of the transaction pointed 
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to by the event. The print method is used for tracing a 

simulation. The event object stays the same in every model, 

i.e. no other event classes are derived from it. 

Event 

data 

evtime - time at which event occurs 

evtype - type of event 

tr - reference to a transaction 

methods 

getrans - return the transaction reference 

etime - return the event time 

etype - return the event type 

print - print the time and type of event and invoke the 

transaction print method 

Figure 6. An event object 

Event List 

The event list is itself a derived class, based on an 

abstract list of pointers to void, a feature of the C++ 

language (Stroustrup 1986). It is a circular, doubly linked 

list ordered by the time of each event, with the earliest 

event at the head of the list. It includes a permanent, bi-

directional list iterator (Stroustrup 1986) which is used 

for inserting events into the event list. An event list 

object is shown in figure 7. 
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Event list 

data 

inherited from class list 

["head - points to the first list element | 

| tail - points to the last list element | 

here - used to insert new events 

BMthods 

getnext - returns next event to be processed 

insert - inserts a new event 

Figure 7. The event list object 

The event list has two main methods. The first, 

getnext, gets the next event to be processed from the list 

and returns it to the simulator. The method insert inserts 

a new event into its proper place in the list, using the 

list iterator to search for the proper place to insert the 

new event. The iterator can search backward or forward, 

whichever direction is appropriate, thereby making the 

insertion process reasonably efficient at the cost of 

somewhat more complex program code. 

In order to incorporate DELIM into the simulation 

system, several alterations to the event list are necessary 

which are discussed in the section describing the 

integration of DELIM into the simulation system. However, 

it should be noted that the fundamental structure of the 
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event list remains the same, and the two primary methods 

perform the same tasks for each version of the list. 

Server 

The server object, shown in figure 8, registers the 

arrival of a transaction, calculates the appropriate service 

time for it and returns a departure event to the simulator 

to insert into the event list. If the server is busy with 

another transaction, no new event is returned to the 

simulator. The server object contains an integer flag, 

available, which is set to zero to indicate when it is busy, 

a pointer to a function, service_time, which takes two 

parameters and returns the service time to the server, the 

parameters for the function and an integer code for the type 

of event it returns. The server counts the number of 

transactions which pass through it and keeps track of the 

proportion of time it is busy. 

The main server methods are virtual, implying that a 

server or servers in an actual simulation will be 

specialized types. The first method, dotrans. processes a 

transaction, sets the availability flag to zero and returns 

a departure event. If the server is not available, no new 

event is created and zero is returned. The server object 

has no method for checking in advance whether or not it is 

available. Although the base class server accepts only one 

transaction at a time, this is easy to adjust in any derived 
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class by resetting the availability flag to the desired 

capacity of the server. 

Server 

data 

available - flag to indicate if server is available 

nextetype - the type of this server's departure event 

service_time - a referenc to a function which calculates service 

time for each transaction 

parma, parrab - parameters for the service time function 

some statistics variables 

methods 

dotrans - if not busy, create and return a departure event 

release - make server available 

setparms - set the parameters for the service time function 

report - print utilization and number of transactions processed 

Figure 8. A basic server object 

When a departure event occurs, the server's release 

method is invoked. The base class server merely resets the 

availability flag to one and returns zero. In addition, 

this virtual method is designed to return another departure 

event if there is a waiting queue associated with an 

instance of some derived server type. 

There are two additional methods in the base server 

class. The first, setparms. is a method to set the 

parameter values for the service time function.. The other 

is a virtual method called report. which prints the 
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statistics collected by the server. It would generally be 

invoked at the end of the simulation. 

Queue 

The queue object is derived from the same base class 

as the event list. It appears in figure 9. The purpose of 

the queue is to hold transactions which are waiting for a 

server to become available. It has two major methods, 

enqueue, which puts a transaction on the back end of the 

queue, and dequeue, which takes a transaction off the front 

end of the queue, if the queue is not empty. In addition, 

it contains variables which allow it to produce statistics 

when its report method is invoked. 

Queue 

data 

inherited from class list 

("head - points to the first list element I 

| tail - points to the last list element | 

some statistics variables 

methods 

enqueue - put a transaction on the queue 

dequeue - remove and return a transaction from the queue 

report - print the time-average queue size, average wait time, 

maximum queue size, number passing through queue and 

current number in queue 

Figure 9. A queue object 
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Simulator 

The general simulator object is designed to be a base 

class for some derived model simulator. It contains an 

event list, a clock, a variable for the ending time of the 

simulation and an event pointer which points to the current 

event being processed. Any servers and queues used in a 

model are included in an object derived from the simulator. 

The data and methods of the base simulator class are shown 

in figure 10. 

Simulator 

data 

evlist - an event list 
maincl - clock 
endtime - the time at which the simulation stops 
currevent - a reference to the current event being processed 

methods 

gensim - creates initial event(s) and places it (them) on the 
event list 

process_event - the sequence of actions taken for each event in 
the model 

startsim - starts and stops the simulation, gets the next event 
and advances the clock 

Figure 10. The base simulator class 

The base class simulator has three methods, two of 

which are virtual and have no actual function in the base 

class. The virtual method gensim. in a derived object, will 

create at least one transaction, put it into an initial 
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arrival event, and put that event on the event list. The 

virtual method process-event consists of appropriate 

instructions for each event type in the model, sending 

transactions to servers for processing, putting new events 

on the event list, or possibly enqueuing and dequeuing 

transactions if a server is not available. 

A queue object may be either internal to some derived 

server type or external to a server. An external queue 

would be contained inside a derived simulator object and the 

process-event method would need to include code to manage 

the queue. Whether a queue is internal or external to a 

server is a decision which is made at the time of model 

development. If each server requires a waiting queue then a 

derived server class containing a queue could be employed. 

On the other hand, if there is one waiting line for several 

servers in the model, then it is more reasonable to have the 

queue object external to the servers. 

The method startsim is invoked to run the simulation. 

It sets the clock to zero, calls qensim to put at least one 

initial event on the event list, and then, while the clock 

time is less than the end time of the simulation, it gets 

the next event, advances the clock and calls process-event. 

The startsim method is common to all models which use this 

object oriented system. 
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Statistics Collection 

Currently, the statistics produced by the system are 

more elementary than some of those provided by specialized 

simulation languages such as GPSS (Solomon 1983). However, 

just as the basic elements of the necessary simulation 

objects are provided, basic statistics collection is also 

built into the system. 

In keeping with the object oriented paradigm, each 

object class collects its own statistics. A server counts 

the number of transactions which pass through it and 

accumulates the time spent servicing transactions in order 

to produce utilization and average service time statistics. 

A queue produces its own time average queue size, an average 

wait time, maximum queue size, number of transactions 

passing through the queue, and number of transactions left 

in the queue at the end of the simulation. All these 

figures are standard for every model and are printed by the 

report method of the object. 

Global statistics, such as throughput, must be 

incorporated in a derived simulation object. For models 

with transactions which pass through the system, a 

transaction count and their cumulative time in the system 

can be used to generate throughput and an average 

interarrival rate. Models with circulating transactions 

would generally include the number of circuits made per 

transaction and the average time per circuit. The arrival 
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time stored within each transaction makes reporting of these 

figures uncomplicated. More detailed statistics can be 

added either to the simulator object or to other objects 

within the system which have been derived from the base 

class objects. 

DELIM 

A prototype DELIM has been implemented which is 

capable of recognizing and acting upon all three types of 

the timelines described in Chapter 2. This section provides 

an overview of DELIM's function and a detailed description 

of its component parts. 

DELIM Function Overview 

DELIM operates in a manner similar to the inference 

engine of an expert system. Using a representation of a 

timeline as the condition part of a rule, DELIM takes the 

current event of an event list and binds it to the 'current' 

event of the rule. It then searches the future and/or past 

of the event list, as appropriate, to match events in the 

rule to events on the list. If the events specified in the 

rule are matched on the event list, the rule is fired, i.e. 

some instruction is returned to the simulator which executes 

events and manages the event list. The length of a search 

along the event list is limited, when necessary, by 

parameters associated with the current rule. 
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The key element of DELIM is the rule, which is 

actually a representation of a timeline. In essence, the 

rule itself is a list of abstract events which may or may 

not be matched to actual events on an event list during a 

simulation. 

The Basic DELIM Objects 

DELIM consists of five classes of objects. The 

subframe, substitution and matchframe objects are all 

constituents of the rule object. The rule objects are 

contained in the mechanism object, i.e. DELIM. The 

relationship of the objects is depicted in figure 11. The 

C++ code files which define these objects may be found in 

Appendix B. 

Subframe 

The subframe, or substitution frame object, is the 

smallest object in DELIM. It is pictured in figure 12. A 

subframe consists of a character string designating part of 

an abstract event within a rule, and a value part which 

corresponds to part of an actual rule. The subframe is the 

binding between an abstract event and an actual event 

created by the simulation system. 

Substitution 

A substitution is a list of subframes. It is the link 

between a rule and the event list. The substitution object 

is shown in figure 13. The two primary methods of a 
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DELIM 

Rule 1 

substitution 

subframe subframe subframe 

matchframe 

current 

event 

matchframe matchframe matchframe 

past 

event 

past 

event 

past 

event 

Rule 2 

substitution 

subframe 

matchframe 

current 

event 

matchframe 

future 

event 

Figure 11. The relationship of the DELIM objects 
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substitution are findsub, which locates an individual 

subframe, and addsub, which adds a new subframe to the 

substitution. There is also an auxiliary method called 

clearsub, which removes all the subframes and is called at 

the end of each attempted rule match. 

Subframe 

data 

strpart - character string 

valpart - corresponding value 

next - pointer to the next subframe 

no methods 

Figure 12. A subframe object 

Substitution 

data 

sublist - reference to a list of subframes 

methods 

findsub - matches strpart of a subframe and returns the 
subframe 

addsub - adds a subframe to the sublist 
clearsub - empties the sublist 

Figure 13. A substitution object 

Matchframe 

The matchframe is the implementation of the abstract 

event. It contains an integer event code, which is the same 
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code used in an event object. It also contains two 

character strings, trans and transtype, and two integer 

values, idtrans and idtype. Its data and methods are 

displayed in figure 14. 

Matchframe 

data 

idevent - an event type 
trans - character string, legal values: '?' or 
transtype - character string, legal values: '?x...', or 

» • i 

idtrans - placeholder, value 0 
idtype - when transtype = '*1, this has a transaction id value 
next - pointer to next matchframe 

methods 

match - matches the matches to an event 
submatch - matches one subframe to an event value 
printframe - prints the data variables in the matchframe 

Figure 14. A matchframe object 

A matchframe is capable of matching an event type, 

(e.g. arrival, departure, etc.), a specific individual 

transaction, and/or a transaction type in cases where a 

model has more than one type of transaction. The type of 

event is always matched to an actual event type. The other 

matches are directed by the contents of the character 

strings, one for an individual transaction and one for a 

transaction type. If the character string contains a 
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question mark, no match is necessary. If the character 

string contains a question mark followed by any other 

characters, the string is bound to an actual value from an 

event. If the character string contains an asterisk, there 

is a constant value in the matchframe which must be matched 

to an actual value in an event. In practice, any constant 

value will represent a transaction type, not a specific 

transaction. 

The main method of matchframe is match, which matches 

a matchframe or abstract event to a real event from the 

event list. If one or both of the character strings in the 

matchframe is of the form the substitution list is 

used to find the correct value to match to the real event. 

If "?..." is not found on the substitution list, then "?..." 

is bound to the appropriate value from the actual event and 

added to the substitution list. An integer indicating 

success or failure is returned by this method. There is 

also an auxiliary method, print, which will print the values 

in the matchframe. 

Rule 

A rule is DELIM's implementation of a timeline. The 

data and methods comprising a rule are shown in figure 15. 

It has a rule number which is returned to the simulator if 

the rule succeeds, i.e., matches an event list. It has a 

substitution, sublist, three matchframe pointers, current, 
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backlist and frontlist, and both a backward and forward time 

limit, backlimit and frontlimit. 

Rule 
data 

rulenumber - number returned to simulator if rule matches 

sublist - a substitution 

current - a matchframe for the current event 

backlist - a list of matchframes for past events 

frontlist - a list of matchframes for future events 

backlimit - time limit for searching in past direction 

frontlimit - time limit for searching in future direction 

next - pointer to next rule 

methods 

rulematch - matches a rule to the event list 

addframe - adds a matchframe to the rule 

setbacklim - set the backlimit 

setfrontlim - set the frontlimit 

printrule - prints the rule 

Figure 15. A rule object 

The sublist is built during the process of matching a 

rule to an event list. The three matchframe pointers refer 

to the current abstract event, a list of zero or more 

abstract events which precede the current event, and a list 

of zero or more abstract events which follow the current 

event. The backward and forward limits are used to limit 

the search along the actual event list from the current 

event to the head of the list (backward) and from the 
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current event to the end of the list (forward). If the 

limits are not set, the entire length of the actual list is 

searched during the matching process. Otherwise, if the 

time of an actual event is earlier than the backward limit, 

the search is stopped and the match fails. Similarly, the 

first event encountered with a time later than the forward 

limit will cause a rule match failure. 

The method rulematch matches a rule to an event list. 

It is the principal method of the entire DELIM mechanism. 

The rule is first checked to insure that there is a 

matchframe for the current abstract event in the rule; if 

not, the rule fails with an error message. Otherwise, the 

method attempts to match the current matchframe to the 

actual current event on the event list. 

If there is a backward list of matchframes, the event 

list is searched backwards in time until (1) a match is 

found, (2) the back time limit is reached, if one exists, or 

(3) the head of the list is reached. If the first 

matchframe on the backward list is matched and if there are 

more matchframes on the backward list, the event list is 

searched in a forward direction until (1) a match is found, 

or (2) the current event is reached. As long as a match 

continues to be found, the search is repeated in a forward 

direction until there are no more matchframes on the 

backward list. If the search comes to the current event 
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before all the matchframes on the backward list have been 

matched, the rule fails. 

If there is a forward or front list, the event list is 

searched in a forward direction until (1) a match is found, 

(2) the front time limit is reached, if one exists, or (3) 

the end of the list is reached. Similarly to the backward 

list, the search is continued for each matchframe on the 

front list until either no match is found for one of the 

matchframes or the front list is exhausted. 

At this point, if all the matchframes have been 

matched, the whole rule has been matched and the rule number 

is returned to indicate success. If any matchframe fails to 

match, the search stops and a zero is returned to indicate 

that the rule has failed. 

When a rule object is cheated it contains only a rule 

number. Therefore, there are three methods in a rule, 

addframe, setbacklimit and setfrontlimit. which are used to 

add matchframes and to set the backward and forward limits. 

Setting the time limits is optional. However, every rule 

must have at least one matchframe to match to the current 

event on the event list. There is one additional method 

called printrule which prints the rule number, the limits, 

and all the matchframes in the rule. 

Mechanism 

The class mechanism defines the DELIM object, as shown 

in figure 16. It contains all the rules for a given model. 
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It has two methods, buildrulebase and checkevent. The 

buildrulebase method is designed to create a simple linked 

list of rules which DELIM uses as its rulebase. The 

checkevent method attempts to match each rule in the 

rulebase until either a rule succeeds or there are no more 

rules to try. Each rule is tried only once for each 

invocation of DELIM. The rulebase is created before the 

simulation begins and the rules remain the same throughout a 

simulation. The rules are always tried in the same order 

each time DELIM is invoked. This feature allows the modeler 

to control the order in which DELIM attempts to match rules 

to the event list, an important factor for some models. 

Mechanism 

data 

rulebase - reference to a list of rules 

methods 

buildrulebase - creates the rulebase 

checkevent - tries to match one of the rules in the rulebase 
to the event list 

getstring - auxiliary method used by buildrulebase 
lookup - auxiliary method used by builsrulebase 

Figure 16. Class mechanism - the DELIM object 
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Integration of DELIM and the Simulator 

The simulation system described in this chapter is 

designed to operate as a standard discrete event simulator. 

In order to incorporate DELIM into the simulator, it is 

necessary to make some alterations to the system. 

System Architecture 

The simulator and DELIM are implemented as separate 

objects, as shown in figure 17. Although DELIM could have 

been included inside the simulator as are the event list, 

servers, the clock, and any other model objects; keeping it 

external to the simulator emphasizes that DELIM is an 

optional mechanism. The system will work for models both 

with and without DELIM. 

DELIM is invoked from within the simulator method 

process-event. The DELIM checkevent method is used for 

every event for which there is a rule having the same event 

type as the current event. Any action taken based on the 

value returned by the checkevent method is part of the 

process-event method within the simulator. 

Event List Changes 

The most profound changes to the system are made to 

the event list. In the standard simulator, the event list 

contains only the current event and all the future events 

which have been created thus far. To process the current 

event, it is removed from the list and returned to the 
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simulator for processing, after which it is deleted. To 

incorporate DELIM, it becomes necessary to keep past events 

(events which have already been processed) on the event list 

for a time. 

User 

V. 
Discrete 

Event 

Simulator 

\ F 
Event X 
List \ 

instruction 

j\ i/ 
Discrete 

Event 

List 

Inference 

Mechanism 

Figure 17. System architecture 

Keeping past events is accomplished by the addition of 

another list iterator called current to the event list 

object, as shown in figure 18. Current is always pointing 

to the current event being processed. The method qetnext is 

modified to move current to the next event to be processed 
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and return a reference to it. This method also maintains 

the event list. By default, events are kept for one hundred 

time units past the time of the current event; however, this 

parameter may be reset by the modeler. Every time a new 

event is returned, all events which are older than the time 

limit parameter are removed from the list. This feature 

allows the modeler to have some control over the memory 

usage of the simulation. 

Event list 

data 

inherited from class list 

J"head - points to the first list element | 

I tail - points to the last list element | 

here - used to insert new events 

current - reference to the current event 

timelimit - length of time past events are kept on the list 

methods 

getnext - returns next event to be processed 

cancelevent - removes the current event from the event list 

insert - inserts a new event 

currentevent - returns current event without changing current 

Figure 18. The extended event list object 

Two new methods are added to the event list. The 

first, currentevent, returns a reference to the current 

event without moving the current list iterator and is used 
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by DELIM to access the current event from the event list. 

The second, cancelevent, is used to cancel the current event 

and remove it from the event list. This method is necessary 

because it is possible to have events on the event list 

which do not actually take place. For example, suppose 

there is an intervention rule in the rulebase and DELIM is 

invoked at an event which may have been prevented from 

taking place by some other event in the past. If the 

intervention rule succeeds, then the current event has been 

prevented by a past event and should not be processed. The 

simulator may cancel it so that the event list contains only 

past events which have actually occurred. 

Minor adjustments to the system are also required to 

ensure the proper disposal of transient transactions. In a 

system with no past events, they are deleted when they leave 

the system. However, in the adjusted system, they cannot be 

deleted as long as they are included in any event in the 

event list. Therefore a reference count is kept inside the 

transaction which is increased and decreased as events are 

created and destroyed. When the reference count is zero, 

the transaction is deleted. 

Summary 

The main function of DELIM is to match a 

representation of a timeline, or rule, to the actual events 

on an event list in a model simulation. The links to the 

simulation system consist of a reference to the event list 
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and the return to the simulator of an indication of either a 

successful match to a specific rule or failure. Its method 

of operation can be compared to that of an expert system in 

that variable portions of abstract events are bound to data 

in actual events and the abstract events in a rule are then 

matched to actual events in the event list. Unlike an 

expert system, however, DELIM does not alter the knowledge 

base, in this case the event list, nor can DELIM actually be 

said to perform inference, since only one rule is ever fired 

when DELIM is invoked. Therefore, although the method of 

its operation has been adapted from that of expert systems, 

a more appropriate description of DELIM's function would be 

a timeline recognizer. 

A significant characteristic of DELIM is its 

generality. Although its purpose is to recognize sequences 

of events represented by timelines, it is sufficiently 

general to recognize any variations of timelines also. For 

example, the letter A on a timeline might represent two or 

three actual events. Since there are no restrictions to the 

number past or future abstract events which may be added to 

a rule, this sort of variation is easily handled. 

Furthermore, a rule may have both past and future abstract 

events in addition to the current event, a configuration 

outside the purview of the present set of timelines. 

There is additional leeway allowed in the portion of 

an event which is matched. Minimally, the type of event is 
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matched. Depending on the construction of the rule, 

however, it is possible to match both the event type and a 

specific transaction, or the event type and the transaction 

type, or the event type and a specific transaction of a 

designated type. 

Although DELIM is capable of recognizing very general 

sequences of events, it does not, at this time, have the 

ability to recognize that events are absent from the event 

list. In other words, a rule cannot specify 'not A' if A is 

some event which might occur. As a corollary, it is not 

possible to determine whether two events are consecutive and 

have no intervening events in between them. These features 

could be added to DELIM, if necessary, but have not been 

included because they are not necessary for representing the 

timelines discussed in Chapter 2. 



CHAPTER 4 

MODEL IMPLEMENTATION 

In order to evaluate DELIM, it must be applied in 

simulation models. To that end, one model corresponding to 

each of the timelines introduced in Chapter 2 has been 

developed. The models were selected from modeling 

literature to meet several criteria. First, each model 

demonstrates a single timeline in order to allow the 

independent examination of DELIM's efficacy in each 

situation. Second, each model reflects plausible situations 

in the real world. Since the primary reason for simulation 

is to model real world situations, it would be ineffectual 

to demonstrate DELIM on a timeline for which no realistic 

scenario exists. Finally, each model is of sufficient 

simplicity to clearly demonstrate the timeline it models 

without introducing extraneous events which could cause the 

effect of DELIM to become ambiguous. 

Three simulation models in a discrete event scheduling 

conceptual framework are implemented both with and without 

DELIM for purposes of comparison. The technique employed is 

to start with the standard simulation system, that is, the 

seven base classes of the simulation system without DELIM, 

and derive the necessary objects to implement each model 
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using standard discrete event simulation methodology. During 

this procedure, any adjustments required for managing 

temporal situations related to the timelines are isolated. 

After implementing each model as accurately as possible 

using the standard technique, the models are implemented 

using the extended system incorporating DELIM. Thus 

differences between the two implementations are examined 

with the expectation that they provide insight into the 

evaluation of DELIM. 

This chapter describes the specifications of each 

model, relates it to its associated timeline, and discusses 

the implementation both with and without DELIM. Special 

problems involved in creating the models using only standard 

simulation techniques are pointed out, the rules used by the 

DELIM model versions are enumerated, and the simplifications 

enabled by using DELIM are reported. Each section concludes 

with a comparison of the results of simulation runs for the 

model both with and without DELIM. The C++ class definition 

code files for the objects used in Models One, Two and Three 

are located in Appendices C, D and E, respectively. Refer 

to Legge (1992) for the complete program code for all three 

models, the standard simulation system and the DELIM 

simulation system. 

Model One 

The first model is a parts manufacturing factory, 

adapted from a model of a factory found in simulation 
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literature (Manivannan 1989) . Model One illustrates the 

ordering timeline by producing different types of parts 

depending on the order in which the machines are used to 

process incoming material. 

Specifications 

The factory manufactures three types 5f parts, PI, P2, 

and P3. It employs two types of machines, Ml and M2, to 

make the parts, and each machine accommodates up to two 

parts at one time. One buffer or queue serves each type of 

machine. Materials arrive for machining with an exponential 

arrival time having a mean of ten time units. Parts are to 

be produced in the following proportions by type: PI - 30 

percent, P2 - 40 percent, and P3 - 30 percent. Each part is 

processed differently, according to the sequence and process 

time tables 1 and 2. 

TABLE 1 

PROCESS SEQUENCE 

Part Machine Sequence 

PI Ml — > M2 
P2 M2 --> Ml 
P3 Ml --> M2 

Partly machined parts and arriving materials go 

directly to a machine if the appropriate one is available, 

otherwise they are put in the waiting queue. When a part is 

complete, it leaves the system. Set-up times for the 
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machines, as well as movement times between machines, are 

not considered. 

TABLE 2 

PROCESS TIMES 

Part Time Units 
Ml M2 

PI 10 12 
P2 11 10 
P3 10 9 

The factory is simulated for 365 time units. Initial 

conditions state that all machines are idle and one initial 

arrival event will be scheduled. Measurements will consist 

of the number of parts produced by part type, throughput, 

average machine utilization, and the maximum and average 

queue lengths for each machine. The model is depicted in 

figure 19. 

Comparison to the Ordering Timeline 

Figure 20 shows the sequence of Model One juxtaposed 

with the ordering timeline. Model One is technically a 

special case of the ordering timeline, since the third 

event, leaving the system, is the same for both sequences in 

the model. However, it should be clear that the timeline is 

a generalization of this model, since event C on the 

timeline could easily be replaced in the model by visiting 

another machine, M3, instead of leaving the system. In 
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general, many variations of any of the timelines may be 

found in real world situations. 

Machine 2 

* PI Ml -> M2 -> out 
* P2 M2 -> Ml -> out 
* P3 Ml -> M2 -> out 

Raw 
Material 

Machine 1 

* 

Figure 19. Model One: A sample factory 
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Timeline I A B C 
visit Ml visit M2 exit system 

visit M2 visit Ml exit system 

Figure 20. The ordering timeline and the model sequence 

Standard Implementation 

The implementation of Model One using the basic 

simulation system consists of deriving a class part from 

class transaction and a class machine from the base class 

server. A new simulator class is derived from class 

simulator, mainly to provide the process-event, qensim and 

report methods, and to add some statistics collection 

variables. 

Two variables are added to the class part. The first 

is parttype, an integer to indicate which part the object 

represents. The second is an integer flag called finish 

which is used to trace the part's progress through the 

factory. Five new methods are added, two to set and get the 

part type, and three to manipulate the finish variable. One 

method increments finish, one returns its value, and one is 

a boolean function which returns true if the part is ready 

to leave the system. The part type is set by the simulator, 

which determines which part type the part will be using a 

method named decide, which calls the library function 

random. Finish is used in combination with the part type to 

determine where the part goes next. An unfinished part of 
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type two goes to Ml, all other unfinished parts go to M2. 

Finished parts leave the system. 

A new class, machine, is derived from the server 

class. A queue is added to each machine, along with an 

integer indicating the capacity of each machine. The 

capacity and the service time function are parameters 

required for the creation of a machine object. In other 

words, a machine's capacity and its service time function 

are set at the time an instance of a machine is created. 

For this model, the service time function is a simple table 

look-up based on the part type and the sequence in which 

each part moves through the system. The function takes two 

parameters, the part type and the value of the finish 

variable. 

The machine methods are similar to those of the basic 

server. Dotrans creates and returns a departure event at 

the appropriate time if the machine is available, otherwise 

the part is placed on the queue. The release method makes 

the machine available, then checks the queue for waiting 

parts. If there is a part waiting, it is removed from the 

queue, dotrans is invoked, and a new event is returned. 

Each machine's report method provides machine utilization, 

the number of parts passing through, the average service 

time per part, and invokes the report method for its queue. 

The simulator contains two machines, Ml and M2, an 

average interarrival time variable and several variables for 
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keeping global statistics. Two new methods are introduced, 

one, called depart, for updating statistics when a part 

leaves the system, and another, called decide, which assigns 

a part type to each part. 

The virtual method aensim creates a new part, 

determines the time of its arrival using an exponential 

function (Freund 1979) to obtain the interarrival time, 

creates a new arrival event and inserts it into the event 

list. 

The method process-event has two event routines, one 

for arrival and one for departure from a machine. In the 

case of an arrival, a new arrival event is generated and 

inserted into the event list, the decide method is invoked 

to assign a part type, and the part is forwarded to the 

appropriate machine. If a departure event is returned by 

the machine, it is inserted into the event list. In the 

case of a departure event, the finish count of the part is 

incremented and the machine reference is obtained from the 

part. The machine is then released. If the release returns 

a new event, it is put on the event list; this will happen 

if there are parts waiting for the machine. If the part is 

finished, the depart method is invoked to dispose of the 

part and update the global statistics. Otherwise, the part 

is sent on to the proper machine based on its part type and 

any returned event is inserted into the event list. 
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In this particular model, the decision of where to 

send a part is a simple one. A part either exits the system 

or is sent to the machine to which it has not been. If the 

machine path were longer, that is, three or more machines, 

the decision would be more complicated and would require 

data about the part type and the value of the finish 

variable in order to select the correct machine. 

The last method of the simulator, report, prints the 

global statistics and invokes the report methods for each 

machine. Each machine prints its statistics and invokes the 

report method of its queue which prints the queue 

statistics. 

DELIM Implementation 

Only two notable changes are made to the Model One 

objects to alter the implementation from the standard 

simulator to the DELIM implementation. First, the finish 

variable and its associated methods in the part objects are 

no longer needed for the DELIM implementation. However, in 

order to differentiate the event of leaving Ml from leaving 

M2, it is necessary for each machine to have a 

distinguishable departure event. This is achieved by the 

addition of a variable to contain the departure event type. 

The event type becomes a parameter of each machine's 

instantiation. In addition, the service time function table 

is altered. The part type is the first parameter, as 

before, but the second parameter is changed from the finish 
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variable to the event type, since the event type now can be 

employed to identify the machine. In other words, the 

second parameter is related to the machine, not the machine 

sequence. 

Two rules are needed for this model and they are shown 

in figure 21. The event type is the top element in each 

rule box, and Part ?x indicates an individual part. The ?x 

is bound to a specific part while DELIM is trying to match a 

rule. Therefore, a current departure from Ml by a specific 

part requires a previous departure from M2 by the same part 

for the second rule to be successful, and the converse is 

true for rule one. 

Rule Number 

Departure 1 

Part ?x 

Current Event 

-> Departure 2 

Part ?x 

Part ?x Part ?x 

Figure 21. Rules for Model One 

Rule one represents the sequence for parts of types 

one and three. Rule two shows the sequence for parts of 

type two. Based on these two rules, it can be seen that 
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extending the machine path of the model would require the 

addition of one or more new rules to the model, but the 

model's program code does not become more complex. 

DELIM is invoked by the simulator from within the 

process-event method. No changes to the method are made to 

process an arrival event. Only a minimal change occurs to 

process a departure event. Instead of checking to see if a 

part is finished, DELIM either returns a fired rule number 

to signify that a part is leaving the system or returns a 

failure notice, in which case the part is sent on to the 

next machine. 

Model One Results 

As can be seen in figure 22, the Model One statistics 

reported for both the standard and DELIM implementations are 

identical. This is the expected result, and shows that 

DELIM behaves correctly in this model. 

Model Two 

Model Two is comprised of a tanker fleet which travels 

between two ports. It is adapted from a GASP textbook model 

(Pritsker 1974). This variation of the tanker fleet 

exemplifies the intervention timeline and is depicted in 

figure 23. 

Specifications 

The tanker fleet has 15 tankers. They ar6 loaded with 

crude oil in Valdez, Alaska and travel to Seattle, 
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Type of Statistic 
Standard 
Model 

DELIM 
Model 

Total number of parts produced . 
Throughput 
Average interarrival time . . . 
Average time in system per part 

Pi Number of parts 
Avg. time in system 

P2 Number of parts 
Avg. time in system 

P3 Number of parts 
Avg. time in system 

35 
0.09589 
9.86633 
22.65207 

15 

22 .57426 

11 
21.60982 

35 
0.09589 
9.86633 
22.65207 

24.05562 24.05562 

15 

22 .57426 

11 
21.60982 

Machine 1: 

server utilization 
total number of parts serviced 
average service time 

time-average queue size . . . 
average wait time 
maximum queue size 
total passing through queue 
transactions left in queue . . 

0.52249 
37 

10.40540 

0.10797 
4.97259 

2 
8 
0 

0.52249 
37 

10.40540 

0.10797 
4.97259 

2 
8 
0 

Machine 2: 

server utilization 
total number of parts serviced 
average service time 

time-average queue size . . . 
average wait time 
maximum queue size 
total passing through queue 
transactions left in queue . . 

0.49670 
36 

10.16666 

0.08425 
3.44909 

1 
9 
0 

0.49670 
36 

10.16666 

0.08425 
3.44909 

1 
9 
0 

Figure 22. Model One results 
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Alaska 

Storm 

2 Ports 
15 Tankers 
Load in Alaska 
Unload in Seattle 
Storms delay ships 

in transit 

Seattle 

Figure 23. Model Two: A tanker fleet 
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Washington where they are unloaded. Each tanker has a 

nominal carrying capacity of 150 tb (thousand barrels of 

crude oil). There are sufficient docks in Alaska so that 

all tankers can be loaded simultaneously. The average 

loading rate for a tanker is 50 tb/day. A tanker is loaded 

to its nominal carrying capacity +10 tb. The time to load a 

tanker is exponentially distributed with a mean equal to the 

amount loaded divided by the average loading rate. All 

tankers unload at the same dock in Seattle with an average 

unloading rate of 200 tb/day. The amount left in the tanker 

after unloading is uniformly distributed between 0 and 7.5 

tb. The travel time for a loaded tanker from Alaska to 

Washington is uniformly distributed between 3.5 and 6.5 

days. Travel time from Seattle to Valdez for an unloaded 

tanker is uniformly distributed between 3 and 5 days. 

However, storms occur which can delay ships in 

transit. Storm occurrences are normally distributed with a 

mean of 30 days and a standard deviation of 15 days. The 

amount of the delay for loaded ships in transit is uniformly 

distributed between 0 and 1.5 days. The delay for unloaded 

ships has a uniform distribution between 0 and 2.0 days. 

There may be as many as two storms during a trip from one 

port to another, in which case the tanker is delayed twice. 

The initial conditions for the simulation specify that the 

tankers are to arrive at their loading points at one-half 

day intervals starting with the first at time zero, the 
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unloading dock is idle, and no tankers are waiting to be 

unloaded. 

The tanker fleet is simulated for 365 days to obtain 

estimates for the following quantities: dock utilization (in 

Seattle), tanker round trip time, tanker waiting time at 

Seattle, and the number of tankers waiting for unloading. 

Comparison to the Intervention Timeline 

Figure 24 matches the events on the intervention 

timeline to the sequence of events in Model Two. In this 

instance, the model is actually a slight extension of the 

timeline because in the model, the intervening event may be 

represented by one or two storms. In addition, the 

intervening event does not actually prevent the second event 

from ever happening but merely delays it. 

Timeline I A B 
leave port A arrive port B 

I A c ? 

leave port A storm(s) delayed arrival 

Figure 24. The intervention timeline and the model sequence 

Standard Implementation 

The tanker class is derived from the transaction 

class. Two values and several methods are added. The first 

value, load, is the load amount, which starts at zero and 

changes each time the tanker loads and unloads at a port. 

Two methods, amtload and amtunload, are related to this 
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value, one which calculates the amount loaded, and a 

complementary method which calculates the amount unloaded. 

The second value, deptime, is the time the tanker last 

departed from a port. The tanker must keep this information 

in order for the simulator to determine whether the tanker 

was at sea or not at the time a storm took place. Two 

methods, setdeptime and getdeptime. one to set the departure 

time and one to retrieve the departure time accompany this 

value. Finally, because the tankers circulate around the 

system instead of passing through it, a new method, 

setarrtime, is added to reset the arrival time for each 

round trip. 

Two new classes of docks are derived from the server 

class. The first, adock, represents the Alaska dock and the 

only adjustment is to allow a capacity of fifteen tankers. 

The dotrans method sets the service time function parameter 

to the amount loaded (obtained from the tanker) divided by 

the loading rate and invokes the server dotrans method. The 

report method prints the dock utilization, the number of 

tankers through the port and the average loading time per 

tanker. The release method is unchanged from the base 

server class. 

The second dock, sdock, represents the Seattle dock 

and contains a reference to a queue and a method for setting 

the reference to a queue object. The actual queue is 

contained in the simulator. This is an alternative 
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placement for the queue, which is inside the Model One 

server objects. In both models, there does not appear to be 

any particular advantage or disadvantage to either of these 

queue placements, they are both implemented as a 

demonstration of the flexibility of the simulation system. 

The sdock methods are straightforward. The dotrans 

method sets the service time function parameters and creates 

a departure event if the dock is available, otherwise the 

tanker is put on the queue. The release method makes the 

dock available and if the queue is not empty, removes a 

tanker and creates a new departure event which is returned 

to the simulator. The report method prints the same data as 

the adock report method. 

The simulator for Model Two contains an adock 

(Alaska), an sdock (Seattle), and a queue. In addition to 

some global statistics, a storm notice is maintained to 

record the times of storms as they occur. A new method, 

checkstorm. is used to compare the time of a tanker's 

departure from a port with the times of the most recent 

storms. In this model, a maximum of two storms is reported. 

The qensim method of the simulator creates all fifteen 

tankers at the beginning of the simulation. Arrival events 

at the Alaska dock for each tanker are generated to take 

place at half day intervals and all of them are inserted 

into the event list. The first storm event is also created 

and scheduled. 
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The process-event method for Model Two is slightly 

more complex than for Model One. There are five different 

events, arrival and departure at Alaska, arrival and 

departure at Seattle, and a storm event. The arrival and 

departure event processes at each port are similar but not 

exactly the same. 

On arrival at either port, the last departure time for 

the arriving tanker is used to determine whether there have 

been any storms while the tanker was at sea. If there were 

any storms, a new delayed arrival time is calculated and a 

new arrival event is scheduled for that tanker. The 

departure time of the tanker is reset to the current time so 

that the same storm(s) will not delay the tanker again, 

although a new storm could cause a further delay. If no 

storms took place, the tanker is turned over to the dock and 

if a departure event is returned it is inserted into the 

event list. The Alaska dock will always return a departure 

event but the Seattle dock will not return a departure if 

the dock is busy. Also, round trip statistics are collected 

at the Alaska dock and the tanker's arrival time is set to 

the current time. 

When a tanker leaves a port the dock is released and 

an arrival event at the next port is scheduled. In Seattle, 

the release of the dock may result in a new departure event 

if there are any tankers waiting in the queue. The 

simulator uses a uniform function with different parameters 
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depending on the departure event type to calculate the new 

arrival time. 

When a storm event occurs, the time of the storm is 

posted in the storm notice variable. A new storm event is 

generated at a time in the future determined by a normally 

distributed curve with parameters from the model 

specifications and is inserted into the event list. 

The report method prints the number of round trips, 

the average round trip time and the number of storms before 

invoking the report methods for each dock and the queue. 

DELIM Implementation 

The same objects are used for the DELIM implementation 

as for the standard implementation, that is, two docks and 

a queue object located in the simulator. As with Model One, 

minor adjustments are made to the model code to incorporate 

DELIM. The simulator object no longer needs to have a storm 

notice or the method, checkstorm. associated with it. The 

tanker departure time is changed to a flag variable to 

prevent a tanker from being repeatedly delayed by the same 

storm(s). The changes required to the process-event method 

of the simulator are also minimal. When an arrival occurs, 

if the delay flag is clear, DELIM is invoked to determine 

whether a storm intervened during the time the tanker was at 

sea. If there was a storm, or storms, the delay flag is set 

and a new arrival event for the tanker is scheduled as 

before. Otherwise, the delay flag is cleared and the tanker 
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is sent to the appropriate dock. When a storm event occurs, 

a new storm event is generated and scheduled. There is no 

storm notice variable to update as there is in the standard 

implementation. 

The four rules needed for Model Two are displayed in 

figure 25. It should be noted that, for the simulation to 

work properly, the rules with two intervening storms must be 

tried before the rules with only one storm. This is because 

DELIM tries each of the rules in its rulebase in order and 

returns the number of first rule which succeeds. If some 

rules are more specific than others, they must be attempted 

first. 

Model Two Results 

The Model Two results for both the standard and DELIM 

simulator systems are shown in figure 26. The statistics 

reported at the end of each simulation run are identical, 

which is the anticipated and correct outcome. 

The specifications for Model Two project approximately 

one storm per month. The simulation generates the correct 

number of storms, but their placement in time is too far 

apart to test the condition that a ship may be delayed by 

more than one storm. In order to test that both versions of 

Model Two produce the same results when ships are delayed by 

two storms, the simulation has been run again with two 

storms initially on the event list, scheduled two days 

apart. Both the standard and DELIM versions of Model Two 
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produce identical results. The number of storms goes from 

twelve to twenty-three and the total number of round trips 

decreases, as shown in figure 27. 

Rule Number 

Depart 

Alaska 

Ship ?x 

Current 

Event 

Arrive 

Seattle 

Ship ?x 

Depart 

Seattle 

Ship ?x 

Arrive 

Alaska 

Ship ?x 

Depart 
v 

Arrive 

Alaska \ Storm Storm \ Seattle Alaska / Storm Storm / Seattle 

Ship ?x Ship ?x 

Depart 
V 

-> 
V 

Arrive 

Seattle \ Storm -> Storm \ Alaska Seattle / Storm -> Storm / 
Alaska 

Ship ?x 
-> 

Ship ?x 

Figure 25. Model Two rules 
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Type of Statistic 
Standard 
Model 

DELIM 
Model 

The total number of round trips . . 387 387 
The average round trip time . . . . 13.74340 13.74340 
The number of storms 12 12 

Alaska dock utilization 0.23492 0.23492 
Total number of ships visiting port 402 402 
Average loading time 3.20232 3.20232 

Seattle dock utilization 0.78377 0.78377 
Total number of ships visiting port 392 3 92 
Average unloading time 0.73041 0.73041 

time-average queue size 0.71953 0.71953 
average wait time 0.91563 0.91563 
maximum queue size 5 5 
total passing through queue . . . 286 286 
transactions left in queue . . . . 3 3 

Figure 26. Model Two results 

Type of Statistic 
Standard 
Model 

DELIM 
Model 

The total number of round trips . . 379 379 
The average round trip time . . . . 14.03437 14.03437 
The number of storms 23 23 

Alaska dock utilization 0.22657 0.22657 
Total number of ships visiting port 394 394 
Average loading time 3.15031 3.15031 

Seattle dock utilization 0.76640 0.76640 
Total number of ships visiting port 384 384 
Average unloading time 0.72889 0.72889 

time-average queue size 0.77454 0.77454 
average wait time 0.95318 0.95318 
maximum queue size 5 5 
total passing through queue . . . 296 296 
transactions left in queue . . . . 1 1 

Figure 27. Model Two results for two storm delays 
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Model Three 

Model Three is adapted from the same source as Model 

Two (Pritsker 1974). It is adjusted to demonstrate the 

anticipation timeline. A similar but more complex real 

world model involving the same timeline is found in the 

description of a harbor simulation developed to model an 

unnamed port (El Sheikh et al. 1987) . 

Specifications 

The simulated system consists of a fleet of twelve 

regular and three super-tankers. The tankers are loaded 

with crude oil in Valdez, Alaska and travel to Seattle, 

Washington where they are unloaded. Each regular tanker has 

a nominal carrying capacity of 150 tb (thousand barrels of 

crude oil); a super-tanker has a capacity of 500 tb. There 

are sufficient docks in Alaska so that all tankers can be 

loaded simultaneously. The average loading rate for a 

regular tanker is 50 tb/day; 100 tb/day for a super-tanker. 

A regular tanker is loaded to its nominal carrying capacity 

±10 tb; ±25 tb for a super-tanker. The time to load a 

tanker is exponentially distributed with a mean equal to the 

amount loaded divided by the average loading rate. All the 

tankers unload at the same average rate of 200 tb/day. 

There are two docks in Seattle, only one of which is large 

enough for super-tankers. Regular tankers may unload at 

either dock. For unloading, super-tankers take priority 

over regular tankers. They never have to wait for the 
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unloading dock unless another super-tanker is using it. The 

amount left after unloading a tanker is uniformly-

distributed between 0 and 7.5 tb for a regular tanker and 

between 0 and 15 tb for a super-tanker. The time to travel 

from Alaska to Seattle when the tanker is loaded is normally 

distributed with a mean of 5 days and a standard deviation 

of 1.5 days. However, no tanker takes less than 3.5 days or 

more than 8 days in traveling from Alaska to Seattle. The 

return trip from Seattle to Alaska unloaded is also normally 

distributed with a mean of 4 days and a standard deviation 

of 1 day with a minimum of 3 days and a maximum of 7 days. 

The random variation in travel time is due to weather 

conditions and other uncertainties associated with ocean 

travel. 

The model is simulated for 365 days to obtain 

estimates of the following quantities: dock utilization (in 

Seattle), tanker round trip time, tanker waiting time, and 

the number of tankers waiting for unloading. Regular and 

super-tanker statistics are reported separately. 

The initial conditions for the simulation specify that 

the tankers are to arrive at their loading points at one-

half day intervals starting with the first at time zero. 

The super-tankers are the fifth, tenth and fifteenth to 

arrive. The unloading docks are both idle and there are no 

tankers waiting to be unloaded. The model is portrayed in 

figure 28. 
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Alaska 

C sT1 

ST2 

\J 

2 Ports 
12 Tankers 
3 Super-tankers 
Load in Alaska 
Unload in Seattle 
Regular tankers -

any dock 
Super-tankers -

Super-dock only-

Seattle 

ST3 

Figure 28. Model Three: A tanker fleet with super-tankers 
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Comparison to the Anticipation Timeline 

The sequence of events which conforms to the 

anticipation timeline begins with the arrival of a regular 

tanker to the Seattle harbor. If the regular dock is busy 

and the super-tanker dock (super-dock) is free, the tanker 

may unload at the super-dock. However, in order to prevent 

an arriving super-tanker from waiting while a regular tanker 

unloads, the regular tanker should not unload at the super-

dock if a super-tanker is expected within the time it would 

take the regular tanker to unload. Figure 29 shows this 

event sequence and its associated timeline. 

Timeline I A B 
tanker arrives tanker 

leaves dock S 

I A C 
tanker arrives super-tanker arrives 

Figure 29. The anticipation timeline and the model sequence 

Standard Implementation 

The implementation of Model Three is the most 

complicated of the three models and requires changes to all 

of the basic objects of the simulator except the clock and 

event objects. The method for modeling the anticipation 

predicament with the standard simulation system is adopted 

from the method used by El Sheikh et al. in their harbor 

simulation model (El Sheikh et al. 1987) A regular tanker 

is allowed to occupy a super-dock if it is not busy. Then, 
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if a super-tanker arrives while the super-dock is occupied 

with a regular tanker, the regular tanker is preempted. If 

the regular dock is free, the preempted tanker goes there. 

If the regular dock is still occupied, or has been vacated 

and re-occupied by another arriving tanker, the preempted 

tanker is put on the front of the queue of ships waiting for 

the regular dock. A tanker will never be preempted twice 

because after a preemption, the regular dock will be 

available before the super-dock. The simulation system must 

restore the preempted tanker's load, adjust some statistics, 

and remove the tanker's already scheduled departure event 

from the event list. Although the dock utilization and 

count of tanker visits can be adjusted, the waiting time 

statistics for the tankers are distorted whenever a 

preemption occurs, as are the round trip times. 

A new event list class must be derived from the 

eventlist class in order to add a method, remove, which can 

search for a specific event on the list and remove it. A 

specialized queue class is also necessary for this model 

because a method, pushaueue. which puts a tanker onto the 

front of the queue is needed for the regular tanker queue. 

Two new classes are derived from the transaction class 

for this model. The class super-tanker is derived from the 

transaction class and the class tanker is derived from the 

super-tanker class. The two classes of tankers are required 

because each tanker type uses different functions to compute 
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the amount of oil which is loaded and unloaded on each trip. 

The amount of the current load and the amtload and amtunload 

methods are added to the super-tanker class. There is also 

a method, setarrtime. to reset the arrival time so that the 

length of a round trip can be calculated. 

In addition, the tanker class needs to maintain some 

extra data and methods to permit preemption. When a 

preemption occurs, the amount of the load must be restored. 

A variable, lastload, which contains the amount of the last 

full load is added to the tanker class along with a method, 

restore, which restores the current empty load to the last 

full load. 

A more subtle problem arises in connection with the 

queue. It is possible, if a tanker is preempted, that it 

may enter the queue twice. The first time the queue would 

be entered normally at the back end when the tanker first 

arrives. Then, if the tanker is sent to the super-dock and 

gets preempted, it could be pushed back onto the front of 

the queue. In order to keep an accurate count of the number 

of ships passing through the queue, the tanker includes a 

flag, queueflag, to indicate whether or not it has already 

been in the queue. There are three methods associated with 

the flag, acount, incrueue. and clearcount, which set the 

flag, access the flag, clear the flag. 

This model has four classes of servers. The first is 

the Alaska dock, which is basically the same as the Alaska 
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dock described in Model Two except that separate statistics 

are collected for tankers and super-tankers. Next is the 

dock for regular tankers in Seattle. This dock also is 

similar to the one described in Model Two except that in 

this model the dock has a reference to the specialized queue 

instead of an ordinary queue and tankers are not enqueued by 

the dock if the dock is busy. 

The dock for super-tankers is derived from the regular 

tanker dock class. It has a reference to a queue for super-

tankers . Since this is the dock from which tankers are 

preempted, it has some extra variables and methods. The 

first additional variable, nextdep, is a pointer to the last 

departure event which was created and placed on the event 

list. Keeping this information allows a departure event for 

a preempted tanker to be removed from the event list. The 

most recent unloading time, servtime, is also kept; it must 

be subtracted from the dock's total service time if a tanker 

gets preempted. The super-dock method preempt returns the 

reference to the most recent departure event if that event 

involves a regular tanker, otherwise no event is returned. 

The method also corrects the dock's statistics if there is a 

preemption. 

The super-dock method dotrans is straightforward. If 

the dock is available, the service time is calculated and a 

new departure event is returned. A reference to the 

departure event and the service time are saved in case of a 
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preemption. The super-dock release method first makes the 

dock available and then checks the queue for super-tankers 

to see if a super-tanker is waiting. If there are no super-

tankers waiting, the regular tanker queue is checked for 

waiting tankers. If there is a tanker waiting at either 

queue, the tanker is dequeued and a new departure event is 

created and returned. 

The fourth class of server is the harbor, derived from 

class server. The harbor contains both the regular and 

super tanker docks in Seattle as well as the queues for each 

dock. The harbor's main method is dotrans. In the case of 

a regular tanker arrival, the tanker is sent first to the 

regular dock. If no departure event is returned, the super-

dock is tried. If the super-dock is busy, the tanker is 

put on the regular tanker queue. 

In the case of a super-tanker arrival, the super-

tanker is sent to the super-dock. If no departure event is 

returned, the harbor tries to preempt the dock. If the dock 

cannot be preempted (i.e. another super-tanker is at the 

dock) the arriving super-tanker is put on the super-tanker 

queue. If the preemption succeeds, the harbor tries to send 

the preempted regular tanker to the regular dock. If the 

regular dock is busy, the preempted tanker is put on the 

front of the regular tanker queue. If the regular dock is 

available, the new departure event for the regular tanker is 

inserted into the event list. 
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The only other harbor method is report, which reports 

the number of preemptions and calls the report methods for 

both docks and both queues. 

The derived simulator object for Model Three contains 

a dock, Alaska, a harbor, Seattle, and an event list derived 

from the base class eventlist called m31ist. Its aensim 

method creates arrival events for all fifteen tankers and 

places them on the m31ist. The process-event method 

forwards a tanker to either the Alaska dock or Seattle 

harbor in the case of an arrival event. When a tanker 

leaves a port, the next arrival time is calculated and an 

appropriate arrival event is created and inserted into the 

m31ist. The report method merely invokes the report methods 

of Alaska and Seattle. Because the simulator uses a 

different event list than the base class simulator, it is 

necessary to recode the startsim method for this simulator 

object. The startsim method is the basic process which 

invokes qensim at the start of each simulation, removes the 

current event from the event list, updates the clock time 

and invokes the process-event method to handle each event. 

DELIM Implementation 

Compared to the standard implementation just 

described, the DELIM implementation is relatively simple. 

No special event list or queue objects are required. The 

two different types of transaction objects, regular and 

super-tankers are retained because each type of tanker uses 
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different methods to calculate the amount of oil which is 

loaded and unloaded. However, regular tankers no longer 

need a variable to save the amount of their last load or a 

queue flag. 

There are four classes of server objects, as in the 

standard implementation, but no preemption methods or 

additional variables to allow preemption are necessary. 

The harbor contains two docks, two queues and a reference to 

DELIM. The super-dock needs no reference to its latest 

departure event or service time, although it does add a 

reference to DELIM. The regular tanker dock has a reference 

to a non-specialized queue object. 

The two rules necessary for this model are shown in 

figure 30. Each rule includes a time limit which is set to 

approximately the average amount of time it takes to unload 

a regular tanker, 0.8 time units. The time limit is 

determined by the modeler. In this case, if a tanker takes 

longer than average to unload, there is a possibility that a 

super-tanker could have to wait. Adjusting the time limit 

could reduce the probability that a super-tanker would wait 

at the expense of possibly making a regular tanker wait 

unnecessarily. 

DELIM is invoked by the harbor when a regular tanker 

arrives, the regular dock is occupied and the super-dock is 

available. If no super-tanker is expected within the time 

limit, the regular tanker is sent to the super-dock. 
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Otherwise it is put onto the regular tanker queue. DELIM is 

also invoked by the release method of the super-dock. When 

a ship leaves the super-dock and there is no super-tanker 

waiting, the dock may accept a regular tanker if DELIM 

indicates that there is no super-tanker arrival expected 

while the regular tanker is unloading. 

Rule Number Current Event 

Arrive Seattle 

Any ship 

Tanker 

0.8 t ime 

units 

> 
Arrive Seattle 

Any ship 

Super-tanker 

Depart Seattle 

Any ship 

Any type 

0.8 time 

units 

> 
Arrive Seattle 

Any ship 

Super-tanker 

Figure 30. Model Three rules 

Model Three Results 

Figure 31 shows that DELIM does affect the results of 

the simulation. This is the anticipated result, because 

there are no preemptions in the DELIM simulation. While the 

fact that the results of the two versions of this model are 

different is attributed to DELIM, the actual statistics 

produced by each simulation run are a result of the 

stochastic nature of the model. In other words, it cannot 

be said that the DELIM model produces more round trips 
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Type of Statistic 
Standard 
Model 

DELIM 
Model 

The number of round trips: 
Total 3 7 7 

Regular tankers 315 
Super tankers 62 

Average round trip time: 
Total 14.00928 
Regular tankers 13.47393 
Super tankers 16.72920 

Alaska dock utilization 0.23866 
Number of ships visiting port: 
Regular tankers 327 
Super tankers 65 

Average loading time: 
Regular tankers 3.05850 
Super tankers 4.71806 

384 
321 
63 

13.78273 
13.22002 
16.64987 

0.22733 

333 
66 

2.85608 
4.45865 

Seattle regular dock utilization . . . 0.53327 0.51237 
Number of tankers visiting dock . . . 267 255 
Average unloading time 0.72908 0.73381 

time-average queue size 0.14635 0.21384 
average wait time 0.49929 0.55783 
maximum queue size 3 4 
total passing through queue . . . . 107 140 
transactions left in queue 0 0 

Seattle super-tanker dock utilization 0.53701 0.57879 
Number of tankers visiting dock: 
Regular 53 70 
Super 64 65 

Average unloading time: 
Regular 0.72764 0.73101 
Super 2.46042 2.46473 

The number of preemptions was . . . . 11 NA 

time-average queue size 0.06549 0.05431 
average wait time 1.25828 1.23983 
maximum queue size 2 1 
total passing through queue . . . . 19 16 
transactions left in queue 0 0 

Figure 31. Model Three results 
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because the model behaves differently in the DELIM version. 

The increased number of round trips in the DELIM model is 

due to the lower average loading times for both regular and 

super tankers. These times are not affected by the presence 

or absence of preemptions in the two versions of the model 

but reflect the values generated by the random number 

generator used by the simulator. The behavior of the two 

simulations causes the stream of random numbers to be 

applied to different events, resulting in two different sets 

of statistics. 

Summary 

This concludes the description of the three models 

used to demonstrate the timelines and their implementation 

in both the standard and DELIM versions. Both versions of 

each model employed the same objects within the model. The 

adjustments made in changing the standard implementations to 

the DELIM implementations consist mainly of the addition or 

removal of data variables and methods to some of the model 

objects. 

The simulations all perform as expected. That is, 

both the standard and the DELIM versions of Models One and 

Two produce identical result statistics. In Model Three, 

the standard and DELIM versions exhibit different behaviors 

under certain circumstances and therefore the resulting 

statistics are not the same. 



CHAPTER 5 

EVALUATION OF DELIM 

In order to evaluate the contribution of DELIM to 

discrete event simulation, it is necessary to address 

questions which are beyond the scope of standard software 

engineering techniques. These techniques are insufficient 

because "the primary goal of any software evaluation 

technique is to determine whether the product functions 

correctly." (Swigger et al. 1991) Any assessment of the 

feasibility and utility of DELIM must be based on 

qualitative as well as quantitative factors; determination 

of whether DELIM functions correctly does not, by itself, 

indicate that DELIM is a worthwhile supplement to discrete 

event simulation. 

Therefore, in addition to the verification of correct 

functionality, it is necessary to stipulate additional 

criteria which are helpful in evaluating DELIM. The first 

of these additional criteria is efficiency. If DELIM makes 

large demands on system resources such as CPU time and 

memory, it could be impractical to incorporate it into 

simulation programs which themselves can be very demanding 

of system resources. 

The most important additional criterion is whether 

97 
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DELIM enhances model validity. In other words, does DELIM 

make the model behave in a way that is closer to the way in 

which the system being modeled behaves in the real world? 

If DELIM actually improves the accuracy of a model, e.g., 

the ability of a model to accurately predict real system 

behavior, it may be worthwhile even if it is not very 

efficient. 

The final aspect of DELIM which is examined is whether 

DELIM facilitates the model development process. This last 

criteria is the most qualitative and the least well defined. 

The key questions to be addressed in this area are (1) 

whether DELIM saves developmental time and effort, (2) 

whether the use of DELIM reduces the complexity of model 

code, and (3) whether expressing time dependent sequences as 

rules rather than code makes it easier to produce models 

that behave correctly. Actually, it is more appropriate to 

discuss the potential of DELIM in this area rather than its 

unqualified contribution. Conclusive answers to the 

questions enumerated above can be obtained only by 

application of DELIM to a large number and wide variety of 

models. 

Correctness 

The results from Models One and Two demonstrate that 

DELIM works correctly in these models. This is because the 

random number stream is generated in the identical sequence 

every time it is used, and the random numbers affect the 
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time of every event in the model. If only one event is not 

matched in the standard and the DELIM versions of each 

model, the entire result will change. Therefore, the same 

results imply that exactly the same chain of events took 

place in each version of both Models One and Two, and that 

both versions of each model are equivalent. 

The situation for Model Three is different because it 

was presumed that the results of the two versions of this 

model would not be the same. To verify that DELIM works 

correctly in Model Three, it can be shown using a trace of 

actual model events that DELIM operates correctly in all 

possible circumstances. These circumstances are limited in 

number. The first occasion where DELIM is invoked in this 

model is when a regular tanker arrives in Seattle, the 

regular tanker dock is occupied and the super-tanker dock is 

available. DELIM should return 0 if no super-tanker is 

expected and a rule number otherwise. 

Figure 32 shows the event sequences from the 

simulation program which confirm the correct operation of 

DELIM for these two cases. When no super-tanker is 

expected, tanker T2 proceeds to the super-tanker dock 

because the regular dock is occupied. The other sequence of 

events shows that tanker T6 enters the queue on arrival when 

the regular dock is busy because DELIM indicates that a 

super-tanker is expected. The super-tanker arrival takes 

place 0.5 time units after the arrival of tanker T6. 



No super-tanker expected 

Ship Event Time 

ST1 departs 20.0 

(super-dock free) 

T1 arrives 22.4 

(regular dock busy) 

T2 arrives 22.5 

T1 departs 23.1 

T2 departs 23.2 

100 

(DELIM called - returns 0 
T2 occupies super-dock) 

Super-tanker expected 

Ship Event Time 

ST1 departs 20.0 

(super-dock free) 

T7 arrives 26.7 

(regular dock busy) 

T6 arrives 27.1 

(DELIM called - returns 1 
T6 enters queue) 

T7 departs 27.4 

(T6 occupies regular dock) 

ST2 arrives 27 .6 

T6 departs 28 .1 

ST2 departs 30 .0 

Figure 32. Trace of arrival event sequence 

DELIM is also invoked whenever a ship, either a 

regular or a super-tanker, leaves the super-dock. As shown 

by the event trace in figure 33, if no super-tanker arrival 

is expected when super-tanker ST2 departs, a regular tanker, 

T3, is dequeued and unloads at the super-tanker dock. 

Conversely, when tanker T10 leaves the super-dock, DELIM 
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returns rule number 2, and the super-dock remains free. 

Super-tanker ST2 arrives 0.1 time units after T10 departs. 

No super-tanker expected 

Ship Event Time 

ST1 arrives 30.7 

ST2 arrives 31.4 

(enters queue) 

ST1 departs 33.3 

(ST2 occupies super-dock) 

T2 arrives 35 .2 

T3 arrives 35 .3 

(enters queue) 

T4 arrives 35.4 

(enters queue) 

ST2 departs 35.7 

(DELIM called - returns 0 
T3 occupies super-dock) 

T2 departs 36.0 

(T4 occupies regular dock) 

T3 departs 36.3 

(DELIM called - returns 0 
super-dock free) 

T2 departs 36.8 

(both docks empty 

Super-tanker expected 

Ship Event Time 

T9 arrives 85.9 

(regular dock busy) 

T10 arrives 86.1 

(DELIM called - returns 0 
T10 occupies super-dock) 

T9 departs 86.6 

T10 depart s 86.8 

(DELIM called - returns 2) 

ST2 arrives 86.9 

Figure 33. Trace of departure event sequence 
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It is important to note that the correct function of 

DELIM does not necessarily imply a correct model. An 

erroneous rule or the omission of an invocation of DELIM 

will result in an incorrect model. It is the responsibility 

of the modeler to insure that, for every event at which 

DELIM is invoked, there is at least one rule which has that 

event as its current event type. Similarly, if there is a 

rule having a given event type as the current event, it 

should be at least possible that DELIM will be invoked when 

that event occurs in the simulation. 

Another area of model vulnerability when using DELIM 

is the time limits associated with each rule. In Model 

Three, the forward time limit must be set to some reasonable 

period of anticipation. The super-dock must be kept clear 

only if a super-tanker is expected within the time it would 

take a regular tanker to unload. Setting the forward time 

limit not far enough into the future could cause a super-

tanker to wait. Setting it too far into the future would 

cause unnecessary waiting of regular tankers and lower the 

utilization of the super-dock. 

In the intervention and ordering models, the backward 

time limit is important. In these models, the time limit 

must be long enough to allow for the maximum amount of time 

between the current event and the earliest event in a rule. 

Setting too short a time limit could result in a failure to 

match the earliest event, and an erroneous response from 
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DELIM. Although not demonstrated in Models One and Two, it 

is conceivable that too long a time limit could also cause a 

model to behave incorrectly because an event in the distant 

past might no longer have any effect on present events. 

Rule Conflicts 

Another possible cause for error is rule conflict. 

For example, in Model Two, ship transit may be delayed by 

either one or two storms. The matching algorithm of DELIM 

will work correctly for this model only if the rule with two 

storms is attempted before the one storm rule is tried. A 

more general way to express this conflict is that if a model 

has conflicting rules, the rule with more conditions must be 

attempted first. This is a well known conflict resolution 

strategy for expert systems (Charniak and McDermott 1984). 

In DELIM, however, the correct order of the rules within the 

rulebase is the responsibility of the modeler. 

Conflict resolution may be even more critical for 

models which require combinations of rules. Each of the 

models implemented uses only one type of timeline as the 

basis for their rules. Whether or not DELIM will still 

operate correctly in a model containing two or even all 

three timelines is an important consideration. Based on 

this research, it is postulated that DELIM can always be 

made to work correctly. 

For example, it would be plausible to combine Models 

Two and Three. In Model Two, DELIM is invoked when a tanker 
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arrives at the Seattle harbor to determine whether there has 

been a delay. Each tanker maintains a delay flag which the 

simulator uses as a signal to not invoke DELIM so that ships 

are not repeatedly delayed. In Model Three, DELIM is called 

when a regular tanker arrives, the regular dock is busy and 

the super-dock is available. 

In a combined model, the intervention rule should be 

tried before the anticipation rule. If there are no delays 

and the anticipation rule indicates that no super-tankers 

are expected, then dock availability can be checked after 

DELIM has been called. However, some other method must be 

used to prevent indefinite delays while allowing the 

anticipation rule to be tested because otherwise the 

intervention rule will always fire and the anticipation rule 

will never be tested. 

The preferred solution is to introduce another event 

type to the model, delayed arrival, which would prevent the 

intervention rule from matching if a ship has been delayed. 

This is also a more literal interpretation of the 

intervention timeline. Another possibility is to include a 

single rule which combines the intervention and anticipation 

timelines, i.e. test both rules at once, before trying each 

rule separately. Then, if the combined rule matches and the 

ship has not already been delayed, a new arrival for it is 

scheduled. Otherwise, the ship is not delayed again and a 

super-tanker is expected. The decision table in figure 34 
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shows that the combined rule solution correctly 

distinguishes between conditions, although the fact that it 

does so is not clearly apparent. 

Delayed Arrival Arrival 

Combined 

Rule 

match expect super-tanker schedule new delayed 

arrival 
Combined 

Rule 

no match (no delay or no super-tanker expected) 

try intervention rule 

Interven-

tion 

Rule 

match do not expect super-

tanker 

schedule new delayed 

arrival 
Interven-

tion 

Rule 
no match (no delay) 

try anticipation rule 

Anticipa-

tion 

Rule 

match expect super-tanker Anticipa-

tion 

Rule 
no match do not expect super-tanker 

Figure 34. Decision table showing correct actions with 
combined rules. 

The decision table states that if the combined rule 

matches and the ship has already been delayed, a super-

tanker must be expected. If the combined rule does not 

match and the intervention rule does match, then the 

anticipation rule part of the combined rule caused the 

combined rule to fail and no super-tanker is expected. 

Based on the preceding discussion, it is reasonable to 

speculate that models which include other timeline 
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combinations may also present rule conflict problems when 

more than one timeline must be tested on a single event 

occurrence. But conflicts do not arise as long as the rules 

for each timeline specify a different event as the current 

event. Nor is there a conflict as long as there is a clear 

order of precedence in which the rules should be tested. 

The natural order of precedence for the three types of rules 

demonstrated in this research are intervention, anticipation 

and ordering. However, rule precedence could be altered if 

this were warranted by a particular situation within a 

model. Although DELIM is general enough to accommodate rule 

combinations, the modeler should use caution when employing 

this approach. 

Nested Rules 

A further possibility is that rules of the same type 

might be nested, for example, an intervention of an 

intervention. This makes sense for the intervention 

timeline and the anticipation timeline, but not for 

ordering, except possibly as an expansion of the rule, as in 

figure 35. In this case, the rule identifying the third 

sequence of the timeline would be tested before the second. 

Timeline I A B C 

I B a ? 

I B—-D A E 

Figure 35. Nested Ordering Timeline 
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Examples of nesting of the intervention and 

anticipation timelines are shown in figures 36 and 37. One 

rule for the intervention situation applies when Event C 

occurs and another when Event B occurs. The rules will not 

conflict because the current events to be recognized are 

different. If Event E prevents Event B, Event B is removed 

from the event list. No conflict is possible for the 

timelines in figure 37 either, because one rule has Event A 

as the current event and the other rule has Event E as the 

current event. 

Timeline I A C 

I A B ? 

Timeline I-D B-

I _D E 

Figure 36. Nested intervention timeline: Event B prevents 
Event C; Event E prevents Event B. 

Timeline I A C 

Timeline I E B 

I E D_ 

Figure 37. Nested anticipation timeline: anticipation of 
Event B prevents Event C; anticipation of Event D prevents 
Event B. 
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Efficiency 

DELIM affects the run time of each model. Table 3 

shows the execution times for each model using the standard 

implementation compared to the DELIM implementation. The 

run time for all models is lengthened in the DELIM version. 

TABLE 3 

RUN TIME OF EACH MODEL 
IN SECONDS 

Standard DELIM Percentage 
Implementation Implementation Difference 

Model One 1.21 2.03 +67.8 

Model Two 19.78 61.81 +212.5 

Model Three 20.05 25.16 +25.5 

The most significant factor in DELIM's efficiency is 

the number of past events kept on the event list. The 

reason for this is that DELIM employs a temporary list 

iterator object to search the event list for matching 

events. When a list iterator is created, it points to the 

head of the list. Thus, it is moved through all of the past 

events to the current event before the matching process is 

started for each rule. 

Model Three is the most efficient because virtually no 

past events are kept on its event list. The time limit 

parameter for the event list is used to reduce the number of 

past events in this model. The parameter has a default 
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value of 100 time units. In Model Two, the time limit is 

set to 10 time units. When the model is executed using the 

default value of 100 time units, the run time is 126.92 

seconds, more than twice as long. Model One generates fewer 

events per time unit than the other two models and has only-

two rules compared to four rules for Model Two. 

It may be possible to improve the efficiency of DELIM 

by circumventing lengthy past event lists. This could be 

accomplished by adding a method (or methods) to the event 

list and/or the list iterator which would allow one iterator 

to be set equal to another list iterator. With this 

modification in place, the additional percentage of run time 

contributed by DELIM would be more comparable to that of 

Model Three. 

Run time efficiency will also be affected by the 

number of rules in the model. The more rules a model has, 

the longer the run time is likely to be. However, the 

number of rules which are tried before a matching rule is 

found is, to some extent, determined by the modeler. 

Placing the most frequently matching rules at the front of 

the rulebase whenever possible reduces the average number of 

rules tried before a match is found. 

The length of the search along the event list to match 

a rule can be restricted by the time limits associated with 

each rule and are dependent on the model and the modeler. 

For ordering and intervention rules which have no backward 
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limit associated with the rule, the time limit parameter 

associated with the event list will determine the maximum 

search length. This parameter can be set by the modeler, as 

in Model Two. Having two backward time limits, one for a 

rule and one for the event list, may seem redundant but 

gives the modeler more control over model performance. In a 

complex model with many rules, one rule may require a 

lengthy search into the past while another needs only a scan 

of the most recent past events. 

In addition to increasing the run time of models, 

DELIM makes higher demands than standard models on computer 

system memory. Each DELIM model has a significantly larger 

executable program code image than its non-DELIM 

counterpart, as shown in table 4. Keeping past events on 

the event list also increases dynamically allocated memory 

usage. In fact, the primary reason for including a time 

limit parameter with the event list is so that models which 

generate large quantities of events will not use up all the 

available dynamic memory space and terminate a simulation 

run abnormally. 

Validity 

The most meaningful criterion for evaluating DELIM is 

whether DELIM improves the validity of a model. However, it 

is also the most difficult criterion to evaluate because 

models are commonly validated by comparing their behavior to 

that of the real world system they model (Solomon 1983) 
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Since the models used for this research do not have real 

world counterparts, rigorous statistical validation is not 

possible. However, by acknowledging the assumption made in 

Chapter 1 that the more closely a simulation represents the 

occurrences of its corresponding real world system, the more 

accurate and therefore valid it is, a case can be made for 

the assertion that DELIM enhances the validity of some 

models. 

TABLE 4 

CODE MEMORY SPACE FOR EACH MODEL 
IN BYTES 

Standard DELIM Percentage 
Implementation Implementation Difference 

Model One 91,221 133,069 +45.9 

Model Two 92,065 134,580 +46.2 

Model Three 99,075 139,884 +41.2 

In the case of Models One and Two, both the standard 

and the DELIM model implementations produce the same 

results. Therefore, the DELIM versions of these two models 

are certainly as valid as the standard implementations. A 

comparison of the two implementations of Model Three leads 

to the conclusion that the DELIM version is the more valid 

model. The reason the DELIM model is more valid is that in 

the standard model, a regular tanker is preempted if it is 

occupying the super-dock at the time a super-tanker arrives 
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This does not take place in the real world. Using the 

simulation of a harbor from El Sheikh et al. as a real world 

example (El Sheikh et al. 1987), a regular tanker is 

prevented from using the super-dock if a super-tanker is 

expected to arrive within the time the regular tanker would 

be at the dock. DELIM accurately simulates this behavior 

and therefore produces a more valid simulation. 

In the model combining intervention and anticipation 

described in the discussion on verification, a situation 

arises which poses a problem for the modeler. Suppose a 

regular tanker arrives and the regular dock is busy but the 

super-dock is available. A super-tanker is expected but 

does not arrive as anticipated because it has been delayed 

by a storm (or two). The regular tanker could have unloaded 

at the super-dock but waited for the regular dock instead. 

It is reasonable to imagine that, in the real world, it 

would be known at the time the regular tanker arrives that 

the super-tanker would be late and that the super-dock would 

be available long enough for the regular tanker to unload. 

On the other hand, it is also possible that a storm could 

occur between the time the regular tanker arrives and the 

time the super-tanker is expected, resulting in an 

unanticipated delay. Whether a valid model for these 

situations could be constructed using either a DELIM or a 

standard model implementation is beyond the scope of this 

research. However, the discussion reveals that although 
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DELIM performs correctly, the responsibility for a valid 

model remains with the modeler. 

Another plausible variation on the harbor model is one 

in which not all the arriving super-tankers are expected. 

This model could be implemented by introducing another type 

of arrival event to the simulation and making some portion 

of super-tanker arrivals unexpected arrivals. The DELIM 

rules would not match this event type and the model would 

behave appropriately. The introduction of another event 

type leads to the speculation that, in a model of a more 

complex real world situation, the number of different event 

types could become unmanageably large. Even within the 

various harbor models discussed, an arrival event has been 

expanded into a delayed arrival, an unexpected arrival or a 

regular arrival. The proliferation of event types could 

affect the complexity of a model, requiring the modeler to 

exercise care in the creation of rules and the validation 

and verification of DELIM models. 

Facilitation of Model Development 

Whether or not DELIM makes the model development 

process easier is the most indefinite and subjective of the 

evaluation criteria. The preliminary opinion that DELIM 

does facilitate the creation of correct simulation programs 

is supported by the experience obtained in the development 

of the three model implementations. 
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A considerable amount of program code had to be added 

to the standard implementations of all the models to enable 

them to simulate the timeline situations. The code is 

distributed throughout the models, affecting multiple 

objects and methods. In particular, Model Three required 

the major revisions of a new event list and a specialized 

queue, thereby affecting every object in the system except 

the clock. Programming errors related to such widely 

distributed code can be subtle and are often difficult to 

detect. 

In contrast, using the DELIM implementation method, 

the modeler's concerns are with the rules and the events at 

which DELIM should be called. Although errors can occur in 

the development of any model, locating errors in a DELIM 

model is much more centralized and easier to accomplish. 

The rules are all centrally located in the rulebase, and the 

invocations of DELIM are concentrated in the event 

processing method of the simulator. 

DELIM simplifies the model code. The special 

situations represented by the timelines are encoded in the 

DELIM rulebase. As a result, the code for the model objects 

is shorter, the model object methods become more 

standardized between models and the overall development time 

is reduced. 

Lastly, DELIM models have a greater potential for 

flexibility than the standard models. The rules for a model 
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are easy to formulate and easy to change. The most 

difficult part about changing a DELIM model is programming 

the response of the simulator to the signals returned by 

DELIM. In a standard implementation, it is necessary not 

only to program new simulator responses to new situations, 

but possibly to alter every object in the system, as well. 



CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

The evaluation of DELIM's correctness, efficiency, 

validity and ease of use allow conclusions to be drawn 

concerning the attainment of the research goals and 

objectives presented in Chapter 1. The evaluation is also 

helpful in the identification of potentially worthwhile 

areas for further research. 

Conclusion 

The conclusion derived from this research is that 

DELIM does expand the capability of discrete event 

simulation without increasing the complexity of the models. 

However, this conclusion is qualified by the scope of the 

research project. The rationale for the conclusion begins 

with the finding that DELIM works correctly for all of the 

models in which it was demonstrated. DELIM is also 

projected to work correctly in models exhibiting multiple 

timeline behaviors. 

The correct operation of DELIM is not the same thing 

as a DELIM model which produces correct, (i.e. valid), 

results. It has been shown that the use of DELIM for the 

model in which the anticipation timeline occurs increases 

the validity of the model by permitting behavior which more 

116 
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closely resembles real world system behavior. By producing 

a more valid model, DELIM has expanded the capability of 

standard discrete event simulation. Although there may 

exist a timeline combination for which valid model results 

are difficult to obtain, the formulation of rules which 

reflect correct model behavior is the key to simulation 

using DELIM. 

DELIM is feasible. Not only does it work correctly, 

but with some adjustments would have a reasonably efficient 

run time. Its size and memory demands are manageable as 

well, even on a microcomputer. It is not difficult to 

incorporate DELIM into simulation programs, and the model 

objects within a simulation remain more general because the 

objects do not need specialized methods to handle the 

sequences of events depicted in the timelines. 

DELIM's rules are easy to formulate. Even without a 

user interface, the correct formation or adjustment of a 

rule can be accomplished quickly, because a series of events 

which a rule represents are a natural way to express 

temporal relationships. The ease with which DELIM can be 

used in a simulation contributes to its feasibility as well 

as making DELIM models more flexible than their standard 

counterparts. 

DELIM is particularly useful in the anticipation model 

because it produces a more valid result. It is useful in 

the intervention model because it reduces the amount of 
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specialized code within the model. In the ordering model, 

it allows an alternative method of specifying the order in 

which a transaction proceeds through a system. Because of 

DELIM's utility in the three example models, it is concluded 

that DELIM is potentially useful. However, a definitive 

determination of this objective would require that it be 

employed in a large number of simulation models representing 

a wide variety of real word systems. 

Because the anticipation timeline represents future 

events which affect current events, and knowledge of future 

events is attributed to human decision makers, DELIM does 

incorporate at least one aspect of human decision making. 

Although DELIM recognizes temporal situations, it is not a 

general expert system, and is not meant to model human 

decisions which are independent of temporal content. 

The complexity of simulation with DELIM is not 

increased vis-a-vis standard simulation models for the 

example models in this project. The rules are easy to 

formulate and the model code is simplified because fewer 

specialized methods are needed when using DELIM. However, 

the extent to which complexity may become an issue affecting 

DELIM's utility is strongly related to the complexity of the 

corresponding real world system and remains an open issue. 

The full implications of rule combinations in complex models 

need to be more fully explored. A proliferation of 

different event types in order to prevent rule conflicts 
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might exacerbate rather than alleviate model complexity. 

Whether or not these problems will arise and their possible 

solutions are topics for future research. 

Future Research 

If it is true that successful research raises more 

questions than it answers, then DELIM must be considered a 

successful project. The following eight suggestions for 

future research are for the most part related to questions 

raised by the current research. The last few are more 

speculative in nature, and no claims are made regarding 

their practicality. 

The next logical step in the investigation of DELIM is 

to compare standard and DELIM implementations in a wider 

variety of models. The models should test variations of the 

timelines as well as combining two or even three timelines 

in the same model. This would provide better insight into 

potential conflicts between timelines as well as providing 

new information on the complexity of using DELIM in model 

development. The application of DELIM in some simulation 

models of real world systems would be a practical test for 

DELIM. In addition, actual measurements taken from real 

systems would allow statistical validation of DELIM models. 

As discussed in the evaluation in Chapter 5, 

improvements could be made to DELIM's efficiency. The 

effect of rule orderings within the rulebase on the run time 
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of a model may be significant. The degree to which the size 

of the rule base affects the run time is also of interest. 

Additional comparisons could be made between DELIM 

models and models written in well known discrete event 

simulation languages such as GPSS or Simscript. An object 

oriented standard system was developed for this project 

because it provided a means of directly comparing the DELIM 

implementation to a standard implementation. But a 

comparison of a DELIM model to a GPSS and a Simscript model 

would reinforce the findings of this project. 

DELIM is rudimentary compared to an expert system 

inference engine. It has no conflict resolution method. It 

is not possible to check for the absence of an event. The 

augmentation of DELIM to include a conflict resolution 

method and possibly the capability of assigning priorities 

to rules would help to provide valid results in complex 

models. Allowing the specification of the absence of an 

event within a rule (i.e. not Event A) might also make DELIM 

easier to use in complex models. 

DELIM is applied exclusively to discrete event models 

of the event scheduling world view. A useful extension of 

DELIM research would be to investigate whether DELIM could 

be applied to simulations with other world views, such as 

activity scanning or process interaction (Derrick, Balci and 

Nance 1989) . Another area of interest to researchers is 

combining continuous and discrete event modeling methods 
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(Angulo and Torkzadeh 1988, Narain and Rothenberg 1989, 

1990) . DELIM could be applied to these types of models, 

also. 

The design and implementation of an interface for 

DELIM along the lines of an expert system shell would 

reinforce the assertion that DELIM is easy to use. Placing 

the whole system in a simulation environment is a more 

ambitious project which would demand some innovation in 

automated program development. 

The last two suggestions for future research projects 

both involve the expansion of DELIM's role in a simulation. 

The first suggestion is to use DELIM to identify all of the 

legal time sequences in a simulation. To do this, DELIM is 

called for every event in the simulation. One set of 

actions is programmed for each rule. Taking this concept 

one step farther, it might be feasible to design and 

implement a DELIM which would make the appropriate changes 

to the event list itself instead of just returning a rule 

number so that the simulator can create any new events and 

add them to the event list. At this point DELIM effectively 

becomes the simulator. It acts as an expert system which 

keeps facts on an event list rather than a knowledge base 

with an unspecified order. 

In summary, this research has resulted in a software 

mechanism which demonstrates the potential to significantly 

enhance the capability of discrete event simulation models 
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to accurately represent the real world. Additional 

experimentation with the mechanism is warranted, along with 

further refinements to both the mechanism and the system 

within which it operates. DELIM is a new application of 

artificial intelligence techniques to simulation which 

expands well established and tested simulation methods. 
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// file sim.h 
// standard simulation system objects definition 
// The objects are: 
// clock 
// transaction 
// event 
// eventlist 
// server 
// queue 
// simulator 

#include "simdefs.h" 
#include "list.h" 

#ifndef . I0STREAM_H 
#include <iostream.h> 
#define . IOSTREAM__H 
#endif 

class server; 

class clock { 
static float time; 

public: 
clock () {} 
float now () { return time; } 
void setime (float t) { time = t; } 
void advance (float t) { time = t; } 

}; 

class transaction { 
protected: 

int id; 
float arrival_time; 
float enter_queue; 
server* s; 

public: 
transaction (int i, float t) { id = i; arrival_time = t; 

enter_queue = 0.0; s = 0;} 
int getid () { return id; } 
float getarrival () { return arrival_time; } 
void setq (float t) { enter_queue = t; } 
float getq () { return enter_queue; } 
void setserver (server* se) { s = se; } 
server* getserver () { return s; } 
void print(); 

}; 
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class event { 
friend class eventlist; 
private: 

float evtime; 
int evtype; 
transaction* tr; 

public: 
event (float t, int e, transaction* c) { 
evt ime = t; 
evtype = e; 
tr = c; 
} 
transaction* getrans () { return tr; } 
int etype () { return evtype; } 
float etime () { return evtime; } 
void print (); 

}; 

class eventlist : dlist { 
private: 
dlist_iterator here; 

public: 
event* getnext (); 
void insert (event* ev); 
eventlist() { here.set (*(dlist*) this);} 

} 

class server { 
protected: 

float cum_service_time; 
int available; 
int trans_total; 
int nextetype; 
float parma, parmb; 
SCALC service_time; 

public: 
virtual event* dotrans (transaction* tr); 
virtual void report () {} 
virtual event* release {) { available ++; return 0; } 
void setparms (float a, float b) {parma = a; parmb = b;} 
server (SCALC sfunc) { 

cum_service_time = 0.0; 
available = 1; 
trans_total = 0; 
parma = parmb = 0.0; 
service_time = sfunc; 
nextetype = DEP; 

} 
}; 
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class queue : public dlist { 
protected: 

int cum_trans; 
int current_size; 
int peak_queue; 
float last_ev_time; 
float cum_que_size_time; 
float cum_wait_time; 

public: 
void enqueue (transaction* p); 
transaction* dequeue (); 
void report {); 
queue (); 

} ; 

// the general simulator object 

class simulator { 
protected: 
eventlist evlist; 
clock maincl; 
float endtime; 
event * currevent; 

public: 
void startsim(); 
virtual void process_event (event* e) {} 
virtual void gensim () {} 
simulator (float etime) { endtime = etime; } 

}; 
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// file list.h 
// generic list definition 
// the objects are: 
// dlink 
// dlist 
// dlist_iterator 

typedef void* ent; 

class dlink { 
friend class dlist; 
friend class dlist_iterator; 

dlink (ent a, dlink* p, dlink* q) { 
e = a; 
next =p; 
prev = q; 

} 
dlink* next; 
dlink* prev; 
ent e ; 

}; 

class dlist { 
friend class dlist_iterator; 

dlink* head; // a circular double linked list 
dlink* tail; // tail = head->prev, head = tail->next 

public: 
void insert (ent a); // add at head of list 
void append (ent a); // add at tail of list 
ent getfirst (); // return & remove list head 
dlist () { head = tail =0; } 

}; 

class dlist_iterator { 
dlink* de; 
dlist* ds; 
int beg, end; 

public: 
dlist_iterator (dlist& d) { ds = &d; de = ds->tail; 

beg = end = 0;} 
dlist_iterator () {ds = 0; de = 0; beg = end =0;} 
void set (dlist& d) {ds = &d; de = ds->tail;} 
ent operator++ (); // here to tail 
ent operator-- (); // here to head 
ent look (); // return ent, do not move 
void add (ent a); // insert into list 
ent get (); // remove and return ent 
void checkfirst(); 

}; 
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// file simdefs.h 
// file for the simulator definitions and the external 
// function definitions 

// these are the types of events 
#define ARR 1 // arrival 
#define DEP 2 // departure 
#define ARRS 3 
#define DEPS 4 
#define STORM 5 

// simulation start time 
#define STARTIME 0.0 

// define a pointer to a function 
typedef float (*SCALC) (float, float); 

// interarrival and service time function definitions 
// function bodies are in function.cpp 
// the pointer SCALC will be pointing to one of these from 
// inside a server 
extern float mlserv (float, float); 
extern float expon (float, float); 
extern float normal (float, float); 
extern float uniform (float, float); 
extern float sdockserv (float, float); 

// some definitions for models two and three 
// tanker capacity 
#define CAP 150.0 
#define SCAP 500.0 

// loading rate 
#define LRATE 50.0 
#define SLRATE 100.0 

// unloading rate 
#define URATE 200.0 

// number of tankers 
#define TANKERS 15 
#define SUPERTANKER 3 

// a limit to the number of storms which can affect a tanker 
#define STORMLIMIT 2 
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// file inference.h 
// file for DELIM definitions 
// the objects are: 
// subframe 
// substitution 
// matchframe 
// rule 
// mechanism 

#ifndef IOSTREAM_H 
#include <iostream.h> 
#define IOSTREAMJH 
#endif 

#ifndef STRING_H 
#include <string.h> 
#define STRING_H 
#endif 

#define NIL 0 

enum flistype {CNT = 1, FNT, BK}; 

class subframe { 
public: 

char* strpart; 
long valpart; 
subframe* next; 
subframe (char* c, long v) {strpart = c; valpart = v; 

next = NIL;} 
}; 

class substitution { 
private: 

subframe* sublist; 
public: 

substitution () {sublist = NIL;} 
void clearsub (); // Empties substitution list 
void addsub (char* s, long v); 
subframe* findsub (char* s); 
void printsub (); 

}; 

class rule; 
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class matchframe { 
friend class rule; 
private: 
int idevent; 
char* trans; 
char* transtype; 
long idtrans; 
long idtype; 
matchframe* next; 
submatch (char* tr, substitution* slist, long val, long 

idval); 
public: 
matchframe (long id, char* t, char* tt, long idtt); 
int match (event* e, substitution* slist); 
void printframe (); 

}; 

class rule { 
private: 
int rulenumber; 
substitution sublist; 
matchframe* current; 
matchframe* backlist; 
matchframe* frontlist; 
float backlimit, frontlimit; 

public: 
rule* next; 
rule (int rulenum); 
void addframe(flistype where, matchframe* frame); 
void setbacklim (float when) {backlimit = when;} 
void setfrontlim (float when) {frontlimit = when;} 
int rulematch (eventlist* elist); 
void printrule (); 

}; 

class mechanism { 
private: 
rule* rulebase; 
// ifstream rulefile; 
char* getstring (); 
int lookup (char* s); 

public: 
void buildrulebase (char* fname); 
mechanism (); 
int checkevent (eventlist* elist) 

}; 
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// file sim.h 
// revised for DELIM 
// general model objects definition 
// The objects are: 
// clock 
// transaction 
// event 
// eventlist 
// server 
// queue 
// simulator 

#include "simdefs.h" 

#ifndef LIST_H 
#include "list.h" 
#define LIST_H 
#endif 

#ifndef IOSTREAM_H 
#include <iostream.h> 
#define IOSTREAM_H 
#endif 

class mechanism; 
class server; 

class clock { 
static float time; 

public: 
clock () {} 
float now () { return time; } 
void setime (float t) { time = t; } 
void advance (float t) { time = t; } 

}; 
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class transaction { 
protected: 

int id; 
float arrival__time; 
float enter_queue; 
server* s; 
int pointers; // added to track number of events 

// pointing to trans 
public: 

transaction (int i, float t) { id = i; arrival_time = t; 
enter_queue = 0.0; s = 0; pointers = 0;} 

int getid () { return id; } 
float getarrival () { return arrival_time; } 
void setq (float t) { enter_queue = t; } 
float getq () { return enter_queue; } 
void setserver (server* se) { s = se; } 
server* getserver () { return s; } 
int incr () { return (pointers++); } 
int deer () { return (pointers--); } 
void print(); 

class event { 
friend class eventlist; 
private: 

float evtime; 
int evtype; 
transaction* tr; 

public: 
event (float t, int e, transaction* c); 
transaction* getrans () { return tr; } 
int etype () { return evtype; } 
float etime () { return evtime; } 
void dealloc (); // deletes event and transaction if 

// no other events point to it. 
void print (); 

}; 
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class eventlist : dlist { 
private: 
dlist_iterator here; 
dlist_iterator current; 
float timelimit; 

public: 
event* getnext (); 
event* cancelevent (); 
void insert (event* ev) 
event* currentevent 0 

eventlist(); 
eventlist(float t) 

// changed 
// new 

; // unchanged 
{return (event*) 
// new 
// changed 
// new 

current.look() ;} 

}; 

class server { 
protected: 

float cum_service_time; 
int available; 
int trans_total; 
int nextetype; 
float parma, parmb; 
SCALC service_time; 

public: 
virtual event* dotrans 
virtual void report () 
virtual event* release 
void setparms (float a, 
server (SCALC sfunc) { 

cum_service_time = 0.0; 
available = 1; 
trans_total = 0; 
parma = parmb = 0.0; 
service_time = sfunc; 
nextetype = DEP; 

} 
}; 

(transaction* tr); 
{} 
() { available ++; return 0; } 
float b) {parma = a; parmb = b;} 
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class queue : public dlist { 
protected: 
int cum_trans; 
int current_size; 
int peak_queue; 
float last_ev_time; 
float cum_que_size_time; 
float cum_wait_time; 

public: 
void enqueue (transaction* p); 
transaction* dequeue (); 
void report (); 
queue (); 

}; 

#include "inferenc.h" 

// the general simulator object 

class simulator { 
protected: 
mechanism* delim; 
eventlist evlist; 
clock maincl; 
float endtime; 
event* currevent; 

public: 
void startsimO; // changed 
virtual void process_event (event* e) {} 
virtual void gensim {) {} 
simulator (float etime, mechanism* d); 

}; 
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// file modi.h 
// standard implementation 
// objects specific to model 1 
// The objects are: 
// part, derived from transaction 
// machine, derived from server 
// simul, from the general simulator 

#include "sim.h" 

#ifndef IOSTREAM_H 
#include <iostream.h> 
#define IOSTREAM_H 
#endif 

#ifndef STDLIB_H 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#define STDLIB_H 
#endif 

class part : public transaction { 
friend class queue; 
private: 

int partype; // 0 - 2, although part types are really 
// 1 - 3 

int finish; // 0 - 2 
public: 
part (int it, float at); 
void settype (int i); 
int gettype 0 { return partype; } 
void fcount () { finish++; } 
int finished 0 { return (finish ==2); } 
int getf 0 { return finish; } 

class machine : public server { 
private: 
queue ql; 
int capacity; 
//int evtp; 

public: 
machine (int size, SCALC sfunc) : server(sfunc) { 

available = capacity = size; } 
event* dotrans (part* p); 
event* releaseO; 
void report(); 

}; 
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// the simulator object for model 1 

class simul : public simulator 
{ 

private: 
machine ml, m2; 
int pO, pi, p2, ptotal; // number of parts processed 
float cum_tisO, cum_tisl, cum_tis2; // cumulative time 

//in factory per part 
// cumulative interarrival times 
// mean interarrival time 
// part id number variable 
// number of arrivals 

(part* p); // housekeeping when part leaves 
// the factory 

; // which type a part will be 

float cum_iat; 
float miat; 
int pid; 
int atotal; 
void depart 

int decide() 
public: 

simul (float arrtime, float etime); 
void gensim {); 
void process_event (event* e); 
void report (); 

// constructor 
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// file modl.h 
// DELIM implementation 
// objects specific to model 1 
// The objects are: 
// part, derived from transaction 
// machine, derived from server 
// simul, from the general simulator 

#ifndef SIM_H 
#include "sim.h" 
#define SIM_H 
#endif 

#ifndef STDLIB_H 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#define STDLIB_H 
#endif 

class part : public transaction { 
friend class queue; 
private: 

int partype; // 0 - 2, although part types are really 
// 1 - 3 

public: 
part (int it, float at); 
void settype (int i); 
int gettype () { return partype; } 

}; 

class machine : public server { 
private: 

queue ql; 
int capacity; 
int evtp; // added for use by DELIM 

// parameterized departure event type 
public: 

machine (int size, int etp, SCALC sfunc) : server(sfunc; 
{ available = capacity = size; evtp = etp; } 

event* dotrans (part* p); 
event* release(); 
void report(); 

}; 
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// the simulator object for model 1 

class simul : public simulator 
{ 

private: 
machine ml, m2; 
int pO, pi, p2, 
float cum_tis0, 

ptotal; // number of parts processed 
cum_tisl, cum_tis2; // cumulative time 

float cum_iat; 
float miat; 
int pid; 
int atotal; 
void depart 

// in factory per part 
// cumulative interarrival times 
// mean interarrival time 
// part id number variable 
// number of arrivals 

(part* p); // housekeeping when part leaves 
// the factory 

r // which type a part will be 

} ; 

int decideO; 
public: 

simul (float arrtime, float etime, mechanism* f 
// addition of mechanism parameter 

void gensim {); 
void process_event (event* e); 
void report (); 
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// file mod2.h 
// standard implementation 
// objects specific to model 2 
// The objects are: 
// tanker, derived from transaction 
// adock and sdock, derived from server 
// simu2, from the general simulator 

#include "sim.h" 

#ifndef I0STREAM_H 
#include <iostream.h> 
#define IOSTREAM_H 
#endif 

class tanker : public transaction { 
private: 

float load; // number of barrels of oil 
float deptime; // the time tanker left port 

public: 
tanker (int i, float t) : transaction (i, t) 

{ load = deptime = 0.0; } 
void setdeptime (float t) { deptime = t; } 
float getdeptime () { return deptime; } 
void setarrtime (float t) { arrival_time = t; } 
float amtload (); // amount loaded 
float amtunload (); // amount unloaded 

} ; 

class adock : public server { 
public: 
adock (int size, SCALC sfunc) : server (sfunc) 

{ available = size; } 
event* dotrans (tanker* ship); 
void report (); 

}; 

class sdock : public server { 
private: 
queue* ql; 

public: 
sdock (SCALC sfunc) : server (sfunc) 

{ nextetype = DEPS; } 
void setq (queue* q) { ql = q; } 
event* dotrans (tanker* ship); 
event* release (); 
void report (); 

}; 
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// the simulator object for model 2 

class simu2 : public simulator { 
private: 

queue tankerque; 
adock alaska; 
sdock Seattle; 
float cum_roundtrip; 
int triptotal; 
int storms; 
float stormnotice [STORMLIMIT]; 
int checkstorm (float t); 

public: 
simu2 (float etime); 
void gensim(); 
void process_event (event* e); 
void report (); 

}; 
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// file mod2.h 
// DELIM implementation 
// objects specific to model 1 
// The objects are: 
// tanker, derived from transaction 
// adock and sdock, derived from server 
// simu2, from the general simulator 

#include "sim.h" 

#ifndef IOSTREAM_H 
#include <iostream.h> 
#define IOSTREAM_H 
#endif 

class tanker : public transaction { 
private: 

float load; // number of barrels of oil 
int depflag; // delay flag 

public: 
tanker (int i, float t) : transaction (i, t) 

{ load = 0.0; depflag =0; } 
void setdepflag (int t) { depflag = t; } 
int getdepflag () { return depflag; } 
void setarrtime (float t) { arrival_time = t 
float amtload (); // amount loaded 
float amtunload (); // amount unloaded 

} ; 

class adock : public server { 
public: 
adock (int size, SCALC sfunc) : server (sfunc) 

{ available = size; } 
event* dotrans (tanker* ship); 
void report (); 

}; 

class sdock : public server { 
private: 

queue* ql; 
public: 

sdock (SCALC sfunc) : server (sfunc) 
{ nextetype = DEPS; } 

void setq (queue* q) { ql = q; } 
event* dotrans (tanker* ship); 
event* release (); 
void report (); 

}; 
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// the simulator object for model 2 

class simu2 : public simulator { 
private: 

queue tankerque; 
adock alaska; 
sdock Seattle; 
float cum_roundtrip; 
int triptotal; 
int storms; 

public: 
simu2 (float etime, mechanism* f); 
void gensim(); 
void process_event (event* e); 
void report (); 

}; 
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// file mod3.h 
// standard implementation 
// objects specific to model 3 
// The objects are: 
// m31ist, derived from event list 
// pushqueue, derived from queue 
// supertanker, derived from transaction 
// tanker, derived from supertanker 
// adock, sdock, superdock and harbor, derived from 
// server 
// simu3, from the general simulator 

#include "sim.h" 
#ifndef IOSTREAM_H 
#include <iostream.h> 
#define IOSTREAM_H 
#endif 

// add one method to the event list 

class m31ist : public eventlist { 
public: 
event* remove (event* ev); 
// finds and removes the list element containing the 
// pointer to ev 

} ; 

//a specialized priority queue is also necessary for this 
// model 

class priorityqueue : public queue { 
public: 
void pushqueue (transaction* tr); 

// put a tanker on the front of the queue 
}; 

// two classes of tankers because 1. different load and 
// unload function parameters are needed and 2. a few more // 
data and function members are needed for regular tankers, 
class supertanker : public transaction { 
protected: 
float load; 

public: 
supertanker (int i, float t) : transaction (i, t) 

{ load =0.0; } 
void setarrtime (float t) { arrival_time = t; } 
virtual float amtload (); 
virtual float amtunload (); 

}; 
class tanker : public supertanker { 
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private: 
float lastload; 
int queueflag; 

public: 
tanker (int i, float t) : supertanker (i, t) 

{ lastload = 0.0; queueflag = 0 ; } 
float amtload (); 
float amtunload (); 
// all this to allow preemption and keep track of queue 
//• stats 
void restore () { load = lastload; } 
void qcount () { queueflag++; } // set by harbor 
int inqueue {} { return queueflag; } // called by 

// pushqueue 
void clearcount () { queueflag = 0 ; } // clearcount in 

// Alaska 

class adock : public server { 
private: 

int supertrans; 
float cum_super_service; 
float cum_roundtrip; 
float cum_supertrip; 

public: 
adock (int size, SCALC sfunc) : server (sfunc) 

{ available = size; supertrans = 0; 
cum_super_service = cum_roundtrip = cum_supertrip = 
0 . 0 ; 

} 
event* dotrans (supertanker* ship); 
void report (); 

}; 

class sdock : public server { 
protected: 

priorityqueue* tankerque; 

public: 
sdock (SCALC sfunc) : server (sfunc) {nextetype = DEPS;} 
void setq (priorityqueue* q) { tankerque = q; } 
event* dotrans (tanker* ship); 
event* release 0 ; 
void report (); 

}; 
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class superdock : public sdock { 
private: 
queue * superque; 
int supertotal; 
float cum_super_time; 
// variables to allow preemption 
event* nextdep; 
float servtime; 

public: 
superdock (SCALC sfunc) : sdock (sfunc) 

{ supertotal = 0; cum_super_time = servtime = 0.0; 
nextdep = 0; } 

void setsuper (queue* q) { superque = q; } 
event* preempt (); 
event* dotrans (supertanker* st); 
event* release (); 
void report (); 

} ; 

class harbor : server { 
private: 
sdock dockl; 
superdock dock2; 
priorityqueue ql; 
queue q2; 
m31ist* evntlst; 
event* preemtev; 
int preemptions; 

public: 
harbor (SCALC sfunc, m31ist* 1st); 
event* dotrans (supertanker* ship); 
void report (); 

} ; 

class simu3 : public simulator { 
private: 

adock alaska; 
harbor Seattle; 
m31ist evlist; 

public: 
simu3 (float etime) : simulator (etime), alaska(TANKERS, 

&expon), 
Seattle(&sdockserv, &evlist) {} 
void gensimO; 
void process_event (event* e); 
void report (); 
void startsim(); 

} ; 
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// file mod3.h 
// DELIM version 
// objects specific to model 3 
// The objects are: 
// supertanker, derived from transaction 
// tanker, derived from supertanker 
// adock, sdock, superdock and harbor, derived from 
// server 
// simu3, from the general simulator 

#include "sim.h" 
#ifndef IOSTREAM_H 
#include <iostream.h> 
#define IOSTREAM_H 
#endif 

// two classes of tankers because 1. different load and 
// unload function parameters are needed and 2. a few more 
// data nad function members are needed for regular tankers 

class supertanker : public transaction { 
protected: 

float load; 
public: 
supertanker (int i, float t) 

{ load =0.0; } 
void setarrtime (float t) { arrival_time = t; } 
virtual float amtload (); 
virtual float amtunload (); 

}; 

transaction (i, t) 

class tanker : public supertanker { 
public: 
tanker (int i, float t) 
float amtload (); 
float amtunload (); 

}; 

supertanker (i, t) 
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// three types of docks plus a harbor type of server 

class adock : public server { 
private: 
int supertrans; 
float cum_super_service; 
float cum_roundtrip; 
float cum_supertrip; 

public: 
adock (int size, SCALC sfunc) : server (sfunc) 

{ available = size; supertrans = 0; 
cum_super_service = cum_roundtrip = cum_supertrip = 
0.0; 
} 

event* dotrans (supertanker* ship); 
void report (); 

}; 

class sdock : public server { 
protected: 
queue* tankerque; 

public: 
sdock (SCALC sfunc) : server (sfunc) {nextetype = DEPS;} 

void setq (queue* q) { tankerque = q; } 
event* dotrans (tanker* ship); 
event* release (); 
void report (); 

}; 

class superdock : public sdock { 
private: 
queue* superque; 
mechanism* delim; 
eventlist* evlist; 
int supertotal; 
float cum_super_time; 

pubiic: 
superdock (SCALC sfunc, eventlist* el, mechanism* de) : 

sdock (sfunc) 
{ supertotal = 0; cum_super_time = 0.0; evlist = el; 
delim = de; } 

void setsuper (queue* q) { superque = q; } 
event* dotrans (supertanker* st); 
event* release (); 
int avail() {return available;} 
void report (); 

}; 
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class harbor : server { 
private: 
sdock dockl; 
superdock dock2; 
queue ql; 
queue q2; 
eventlist* evntlst; 
mechanism* delim; 

public: 
harbor (SCALC sfunc, eventlist* el, mechanism* de] 
event* dotrans (supertanker* ship); 
void report (); 

}; 

class simu3 : public simulator { 
private: 

adock alaska; 
harbor Seattle; 
//m31ist evlist; 

public: 
simu3 (float etime, mechanism* f) : simulator (etime, f) 

alaska(TANKERS, &expon), 
Seattle(&sdockserv, &evlist, f) {} 

void gensim(); 
void process_event (event* e); 
void report (); 
//void startsimO; 

}; 
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